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.SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: This is an interview with Sir Philip Waits, Today is 24 June 2004 and
this interview is being tape-recorded. The time is 10.12am and we
are at the offices of the Financial Services Authority at Canary Wharf.
My name is Samantha Griffin and I am an investigator with the FSA. I
am now going to ask each person to identify themselves for the
purpose of voice recognition.
SIR PHIUP WATIS:

I am Sir Philip Watts.

MARTYN HOPPER:

Marlyn Hopper.

DAVID BLUNT:

David Blunt.

MICHAEI. PRANGE:

Michael Prange.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Zulfiquar Ramzan.
JENNY STAINSBY:

Jenny Stainsby.

USTA CANNON:

Usta Cannon.

JONATHAN TUTIt.E: JonathanTultle.
ADRIAEN MORSE:

Adriaen Morse.

RICHARD MORVILt.O: Richard Morvillo.
JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN: Joseph Goldstein.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. You have agreed to attend this interview. You are not
under arrest and are free to leave any time. The interview is being
conducted under caution. That is to say· you do not have to say
anything but it may harm your defence if you do not mention When
questioned something you later rely on in Court. Anything you do say
may be given in evidence. Do you understand?
SIRPHIUPWATIS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you.
MARTYN HOPPER:

At that point I would just like to record the fact that we would object to
the transmission to or use by the US authorities of the transcript of
this interview on the grounds that it's not being conducted in
accordance with the US Constitution.

DAVID BLUNT:

Well, this interview is being conducted for the purposes of the FSA's
investigation and any subsequent proceedings under English law,
and with the protection of the caution that you've just heard. Should
answers that are given in this interview be passed by the FSA to
authorities in any other jurisdiction, it would be for the Courts in Ihat
jurisdiction 10 determine the use to which answers given under this
caution may be used.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. You're entilled to consult a copy of the Codes of Practice
issued under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act. There's a copy
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there. You're entitled to consult with your solicitor in private and the
interview can be stopped at any time in order for you to. do that.
There are lawyers present representing The Shell Transport and
Trading Company. We understand that they are here as observers at
your request and the FSA is prepared to accede to that request. If
you do not wish them to be present, please say so and they will
leave. If you feel that your answers 10 questions will be affected or
constrained in any way by their presence, please say so and they will
leave. Do you wish them to be present?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Ves.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. If you. change your mind at any time, please say so
immediately.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Thank you.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Prior to the start of the interview I proVided you with a notice to
person being interviewed in accordance with the Codes of Practice
issued under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Can you
confirm that you have read, understood and signed this document?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:' Yes.

(

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thanks. Can you also confirm that we provided you with a
bundle of documents on 22 June 2004 labelled tabs 1 to 13 and in
addition, this moming, we've also provided you a press an RNS
announcement dated 9 January 2004 to add to your bundle?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: The reason for those documents is that we may wish to refer to them
during the course of the interview, just to assist you.
Okay, firstly, I'd just like to get some background from you. Could
you please give us a brief description of your career at Shell prior to
becoming a Chief Executive Officer in 1997?
SIR PHILlP WAns:

,.

I joined Shell in 1969 as a Seismologist. After basic training, worked
in Indonesia, london, Holland; was Exploration Manager in Norway,
Exploration Director of. $hell UK, then had five years in Holland
looking after the E&P business in Europe and also Head of
Economics and Planning. In 1991, I became the Chief Executive for
Shell in Nigeria and then came back to Holland to be the Regional
Coordinator for Europe covering all of Shell's businesses. In the new
organisation that was set up on 1 January 1996, I became •.•
Company Director responsible for Planning, Environment and
External Affairs and then on 1 July 1997, became a Managing
Director of Shell for ST&T and a Group Managing Director with
specific responsibility for E&P as the Non-Executive Chairman of the
Business Committee for E&P. As I recollect that history, I've just
forgotten one point, that I had some time out of E&P earlier in my
career as Division Head for Malaysia, Brunei and Singapore. That
was in the early 1980s.

,

.

~
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you, and you became Chief Executive Officer of EP in 1997, is
that right?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Not strictly because we had a new organisation that had been set up
where each of the businesses had what were called Business
Committees and I became ... the Non-Executive Chairman of the
Business Committee, but effectively head of the E&P business.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. And what was your job description at that time?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

From ...?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: 1.997 when you became the head of EP?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

The Chainnan of the CMD has the responsibility for allocating
portfolios and there are normally five or six members. My portfolio,
which was, I guess, the basic job description, was that I was, in
business terms, Chainnan of the - Non-Executive Chairman of the
Business Committee of the E&P business. I also had a regional
Managing Director's responsibility for Latin America and Africa.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, and how did you see your role and wha~ were your, sort of,
aims and objectives in your position?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, tet me deal with the smaller part of the portfolio - get that out of
the way - and then deal with the real substance.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

For Latin America and Africa, this was a regional oversight role, a
coordinating role, making sure that the different businesses in those
countries were working adequately together. But that was a smaller
part of my job.
The main part of the job was being responsible for the E&P business,
effectively worldwide. Formulating the strategy for the business,
getting support for that from CMD and from the Conference of the
Boards, then making plans that had targets specified and the like.
Carrying that- gelling that agreed, carrying it through and haVing it
appraised, but then there were also all the other aspects of the job.
For instance, human resources - having the necessary people to .dQ
the job worldwide. This was a big global business which I ran with
seven or eight other members of the Business Committee who
reported to me.
I could go into a lot more detail but ... I hope that's sufficient at the
moment.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No, thaI's fine, thank you. Perhaps you could just briefly explain the
structure of EP and how that fitted into the Group the Shell Group as a whole, at the time of your appointment in 19917
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes. May I start the other way and just describe the Group and how
EP fitted into that?
.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah, sure.

W'WW.
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Because I think it'll be easier to understand.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

We have two pare!}t companies - a Dutch one and a British one - and
two holding companies. These holding companies are the vehicles
that hold the corporate entities all around the world. There then is a
Conference of those Boards - where the Boards meet together to
review the plans - it used to be once a month and now eight times a
year. Under that, there is what is called the Committee of Managing
Directors and this is comprised of Managing Directors from the British
side and the Dutch side. There are normally more from the Dutch
side than the British side. That reflects the 60%/40% holdings in the
Group. This Committee of Managing Directors, there would be five or
six under a Chairman and, as you've just asked me, when I flfst
joined CMD, I was responsible for the Exploration and Production part
of the portfolio.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. And when you said that the CMD was made up of the
Managing Directors from the Dutch and British side, is that the
Executive Directors of the listed entities in the UK and in Holland?
SIR PH1LlP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And 'Conference' that you spoke about, is that all Directors, including
Non-Executive Directors?
SIRPHILlPWATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. And what Boards and Committees did you sit on at
the time, in 1997?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, of course, I was on the Committee of Managing Directors and I
was a member of Conference. I was an Executive Managing Director
of Shell Transport and Trading and I was also on the Boards of both
of the holding companies, both in the UK and the Netherlands.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And were you on any other committees of ...?
SIR PHILlP WATTS~··-For 1997,1 don't recollect at the moment whether I was on any
particular coinmittees and I'm sure there were some other minor
boards but frankly they don't come to mind at the momenl
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, that's fine.
MARTYN HOPPER:

Are you asking at a Group level still?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Group and also at EP level.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I've been describing the ones at Group level in my response there. At
... EP level ... no, I don't think '" these were simply business
activities that I was looking after and I don't recollect any particular
boards when I was on tha!.
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. And could you explain how the Boards of the listed
entilies were ultimately reported to? What the reporting line was that
'led up into each of the 40/60 holding companies?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

let me take an example to illustrate the point. If there was a major
Exploration and Production investment proposal, very often they were·
many hundreds 01 millions of dollars or even billions of dollars, but if it
was more than $100 million at this time ... the business -the E&P
business - would generate the proposal. There would be an
investment proposal prepared. This would pass the EP Business
Committee and then I, as the Managing Director responsible for that
business, would bring a proposal to the Committee of Managing
Directors. For this sort of substance, there would be a presentation.
It mayor may not be supported. There may be modifications asked
for but lel's take the example where one is ultimately considered
sound by the Committee of Managing Directors. That would then go
to the Conference of both Boards. The monthly meeting that I
described. That would be in their papers. I would sponsor that item
at Conference. There would be a presentation, sometimes longer or
shorter, and then there would be a debate at the Conference.
At the end of that debate, the Chairman would look to both Boards
and,ask Whether there were objections to this proposal and if there
weren't, he would deem it as having received general support
Now, then, depending on the country that this proposal related to, the
holding company for that country might be the Dutch holding
company or the British holding company and there would be, after
Conference, a Board meeting of the holding companies where the
Board of the holding cqmpany would actually take the deCision to
make the investment.
But you can see how the process is designed so that both Boards are
fully aware of everything that's happening and then the choice of
holding company will be for the balance of the Group, for whatever
political or economic or fiscal factors are involved and then the
decision would be taken. Sorry, that's rather a long labyrinth but
that's - I~ve chosen that as the example.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, that's fine. So, at Conference there'd be discussion of the
matter but no decision would be taken until the second Board
meeting, just of the individual company?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

That's light.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. Talking now about your role as head of EP. In the
lime you were there from 1997, did it change much throughout that
period?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Until 2001 ?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes, unlil you moved from that role, yes.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

It was period of actually quite intense change.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Sorry, could you elaborate on that for me?
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I arrived in the middle of 1997. We had a new organisation; a
Business Committee. This had come out of the organisational
change instituted in January 1996. During ·1998 arid I should say
thalthis was a period of expansion. oil prices were relatively high. it
was an enthusiastic period, but during 1998 there was a dramatic fall
of the oil prices through the second half of the year. such that we
were sitting momentarily at $11 per barrel Brent or so at the end of
the year.
This made difficulties for the Group as a whole in 1998. The ongoing
-- the immediate performance - and it made the process of planning
for the future at a significanlly lower oil price than had previously been
assumed. to my recollection at $18 a barrel. that it called into
question not just the funding and extent of the programme of
Exploration and Production. bulbecause E&P is such a large part of
the GrouP. it called into question the investment programme of the
whole Group. And this led to a quite dramatic. traumatic period in the
latter part of 1998 when it was decided thal there needed to be ... a
bolloms-up review of our investment programme starting with a clean
sheet. I can illustrate that by saying that the plan fo(expenditure in
1998 was $17 billion and the actual plan for 1999 was $10 billion.
This: has a dramatic impacl on an organisation.
Now. this not only - wasn't just a matter of the Group's expenditure
plans .. , You can·t make that sort of reduction without gelling to grips
with structural issues within the Group and for that reason. for
example, it was decided to sell 40% of our Chemicals business. It
was recognised that in the US - in our E&P and Gas and Power
business and in other places around the world - there needed to be
major write-downs. There was a $4 b~lion write-down at the end of

1998.
Now. that all sounds rather negative but while we were going through
this process under the leadership of Mark Moody-Stuart. we decided
we needed to also take the opportunity to make the case for change
in the Group as well. And it may sound organisationally trivial but it's
not. We decided to change from the Business Committees that had
been introduced to Chief Executive Officers to emphasise personal
accountability. We decided that we needed to fully globalise all of our
businesses. The US had previously. for most of its businesses,
operated very independently and there was a decision taken that we
would globalise. not only Chemieals which had just been done. but
also E&P and Gas and Power.
During 1999 there were rationalisation programmes. retrenchments,
selling 40% of Chemicals. There was a retrenching programme in
E&P and also in the Oil Products business.
Sorry, this has been a rather long answer but things then calmed
down somewhat thereafter. There was still change going on but it
was happening dUring actually a time of reasonable oil prices and,
towards the end of the period. quite high oifprices. but I hope that
gives you a sense of the tough dynamic that was going on during this
period in all the businesses of Shell; not just E&P.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, so your role. you were Non-Executive Chairman of EP. You
then changed SIR PHIUP WATTS:

In the flIS! instance.
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes. And when did that change?
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

That change took place in January 1999.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And at that point you became a Chief Executive Officer of EP?
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Yes. And--

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And .- sorry.
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Sorry, I was going to add for clarification, and also the globalisation,
the incorporation of the US completely. There had always been
coordination but this now was a total global business. That took
place on, I believe, 1 Apri11999.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: So, your role as Chief Executive Officer, that would have increased did that increase on 1 April? When you say the globalisation, was
everyone suddenly reporting in to EP as one Executive Committee?
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Yes. And it reduced a lot of the ambiguity. I'd previously had to
submit a total plan for the whole world but now it was being
coordinated in one place rather than adding bits together.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, so how did your role change in that period?
SIR PH/UP WAITS:

/ think it changed in organisationallerms from, as I said, a NonExecutive Chairman but actually the head of E&P, to clarity about
accountability and an executive line. The ambiguity about the US
was removed and it allowed a much more .- I would :call it a much
more disciplined approach to pulling together the group's strategy for
Exploration and Production and the plans and their implementation.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. You spoke about more clarity for accountability in that. Can
you just maybe expand a bit on that?
.
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

The idea had been, in 1996, of the new organisation, that the
members of the BusinessCommiUees • the Regional Business
Directors of the Far East or Middle East or Europe or whatever·
should have - or we would push that accountability deeper into the
organisation. That was felt to be a good idea at the time. I personally
had had my reservations because it realty did lead to quite a bit of
confusion as to who was doing What and where the balance of
expenditure should be and frankly I found it a not sufficienUy cohesive
management team for the global business because we were trying to
institute global standards but then you had - we wete generating
some, what I would call in a sense, fiefdoms around the world in the
different regions.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. Just moVing on from there, you then became
Chairman of CMD. How did that change come about and when?
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

I became Chairman on 1 July 2001. I'm afraid you'll have to ask
others how it came about because that's a matter for the
Remuneration and Succession Committee but they would - as
traditionally happens, they would have discussions during the

,
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previous year as they got towards the end of the year - the new year,
2001 - they made their choice and I was asked to do the job. Have I.
made myself clear about the Remuneration and Succession
Committee? Excuse me ...
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No, please, do expand if you ...
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This is a committee comprised of three members from the Royal
Dutch Board and three members from the Shell Transport and
Trading Board. And they're the ones that '" every year, of course,
they're looking after remuneration, but the key decisions for them are
when a new Managing Director is proposed by CMD, that's a
proposal from below, from CMD to REMCO, as it's called.
As far as the appointment of the new Chairman, this is a matter for
REMCO itself in consultation with the other Non-Executive Directors,
and of course, they take advice of the current Chairman of CMD.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, And what was your role as Chairman of CMD?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This is ... What it's not, is a traditional Chief Executive Officer.
That's the simpte part of the explanation. When I was appointed, in
fact, there was a discussion about the role and it was captured in
minutes of the Conference for the avoidance of any doubt, and that is
that the Chairman of CMD is the primus inter pares. He .•. doesn't
have chief executive powers and that's, in a sense, the statement
from above. The way that is put into place is that it's made clear that
every member of CMD has the right to veto any major decisions,
whether they're in his own area of responsibility or other people's
areas. So, it actually does have teeth. It's veiy, very, very rarely
used but each Managing Director has the capacity to call 'Time out"
and say, "I just can't agree with this".
Now, when this was explained -I did know about it, but when it was
formally brought to me as part of acceptance of the job, I said, "Well.
I'm happy to live with that but there's only one condition as far as I'm
concemed. If there ever was an issue like that, that I then felt
strongly was in the best interests of the Group to proceed even
though there was somebody else objecting to it, I reserve the right to
bring it to Conference, to both Boards, and say, 'Well, we've got this
proposal. This Managing Director is proposing it. These two are
objectlng 10 it. I feel it's of sufficient importance that it should be
brought before the whole Conference m •
Actually, it doesn't come to that bul they're the terms under which I
took the job and was the way that I operated.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, and did you have any instances when you had major
objections at CMD level and ... ?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

W\IIW.

Well, it never became as, in a sense, in my time, as sharp as that.
But 111 give one example. The Sakhalin Project for Eastem Russia.
This is a $10 billion project, $5 billion Shell share. This is a massive
investment. And another one would be the East-West pipeline in
China which was $2 billion or $3 billion Shell share. And naturally on
something where it's politically sensitive, you worry about the future of
the economy, sudl a large investment. There would be different
views around the CMD table. And I would ... head off people
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needing, frankly, to play the "red card" as-it was called, by saying,
"Look, this is a really tough one. Why don't we take it to Conference
and say, This is something that we're struggling with' and get their
views at an early stage?" and ask them whether they suppQrted the
sort of criteria that we were setting out. I hope Ihat -SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No, that's good, thank you. So, on what other boards and
committees did you sit on when you were Chair of CMD?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Do you mean extemal boards?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No, I mean within the Shell Group.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

I've mentioned the holding companies. The other Board I sat on
within the Shell Group was the Shell Oil Company in the United
States and I joined that Board when I became Chairman of CMD and
it had its own committees that I sat on.
I don't recollect any other boards at the moment intemally.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. And you explained to us before when you were head of EP
how the reporting lines worked through up to the Boards and to CMD
and to Conference. Were there any changes to that whilst you were
head of - Chair of CMD?
.
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

The reporting lines ...?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Upwards. You gave us an example of how decisions would be taken
throughout the company.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

No, that had been a time-honoured tradition that I followed.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm. And did you make any other changes or any changes as
Chairman of CMD?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

In what sense? As far as governance?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: As far as govemance is concemed, yes. Just the role that you were
doing.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

www.wordwave.co.ult

There was one ... more may come to mind, but one very important
thing that comes to mind - was that, in the past, it had not been
traditional for members, Managing Directors, to be the CEOs of
businesses. My predecessor had already made myself the Chief
Execulive of E&P and I was a member of CMD, and simaarly, with
Paul Skinner for Oil Products.
During my time, I also continued the progression of having the Chief
Executive of Gas and Power, Malcolm Brinded, was a Managing
Director, and then Jeroen Van der Veer, who had had Chemicals in
his portfolio, then became the Chief Executive of Chemicals. So, it
meant that sitting around the lable, instead of this old-style Shell "not
chief executive of anything", we had around the table what was more
like a traditional managemenl team where you could look allhe
CEOs of the different businesses.
But the other change I made was that we should have somebody on
CMD who was actually not just the finance director having finance in
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. their portfolio, but actually be the CFO of the Group, and that was
Judy Boynton. She was a new recruit; sat on CMD as her
predecessor, Steve Hodge, had done for a year or so. She joined
and was part of CMD and then she was made a Grqup Managing
Director and MD of ST&T and she was the CFO. I think that was
perhaps the most important change in the nature of CMD during my
time.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: So, prior to Judy Boynton joining, who would have had responsibility
for finance at CMD level?
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

An individual who was called the Director of Finance who had finance
in his as it was since time immemorial - portfolio and then he would
- that, for instance, when I joined CMD was Maarten van den Bergh.
He would have three members reporting - Treasurer, Controller and
Taxation - who were not members of CMD, but he.wasn't actually
called the CFO of Shell, and in fact, would also be responsible for
another business in Shell. His role was looking after Gas and Power.
My predecessor's intention, which I completed, was to make it crystal
clear at CMD who was doing What and we achieved that.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: So, again, it's going back to the, sort of, more clarity of
accountability?
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Have you guys got any questions?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Just one thing, you may have already told us but can you just clarify.
The EP Executive Committee, how that worked? I think you've
explained CMD in detail. How that Committee works, i.e. was it
anyone could "red card" and how you interacted?

SIR PHILlP WAITS:

That was ... and I'm describing the Executive Committee now under
the CEO. That was what you asked, was it?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah, the sort of, below EP level. And you were on that in 19977

SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Well, I joined first as Non-Executive Chairman and then became the
CEO in the second part. Are you referring to both periods or ...?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah, I just want to know what, say, how that works and what your
role on that was.

SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Well, let's just describe who sits round the table in the first instance,
then YOU'll see Who's in the room. We would have Regional Business
Directors ... for North America and Europe, Middle East and Africa
and Latin America, the Far East and Australasia. There would be
typically four Regional Business Directors and they were responsible
for their regions and could be anything from 5 to 15 countries where
Shell had operations.
.
There would then be a '" somebody responsible for technology.
Then I strengthened the position of ~ there would be somebody,
sorry; responsible for business strategy and I strengthened the role of
the finance person and brought the finance person to the Committee.
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And then during my time, strengthened the role of HR, human
resources, and brought the Personnel Director to the Committee. It
didn't quite start like that but that's how it gradually evolved over time.
I .. , ran it like a, frankly, and more progressively, like a traditional
management team. We had at least monthly meetings and for one
reason or another, there would typically be meetings every fortnight
on one subject or'another. Am I answering your ...?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yes.

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

- question at the moment?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

You certainly are.

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Yeah?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah. And in terms of these monthty meetings every fortnight, when
you report up to CMD with issues, you - how often is that- you may
have answered me already, but is that quarterly or an ad hoc
process?

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Actually both.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Right.

SIR PH1UP WATTS:

It was ad hoc because I would go to CMD every one or two weeks
and there'd be items coming forward - specific items, investment
proposals or wtmlever they were - or then under 'any other business'
or when we're having lunch together, we would tell each other what's
topical or what's the hot news because you have to keep each other
informed because any of us may be door-stepped anywhere in the
world and you don't want your colleagues to be unaware of things
that are happening. So, there's that process for CMD.
Then your other point about the quarterly report, that was very
important. Actually, there's one in between. There was a monthly
report of monthly results to see how we were doing against our key
parameters. Not in the same detail as the ones that came quarterly
because we report quarterly, so the quarterly one was a very formal
process with each of the business CEOs bringing not just their results
but their scorecards. We have a system of balance scorecards for
each of the businesses. That would be brought so you have this
weekly ad hoc, monthly ..•

(buzzer on tape sounds)
- and then the formal quarterly process.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

That's fine. I think that's probably a good lime to stop. That's the end
of the first tape of the interview with Sir Philip Watts on 24 June 2004.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN:And it's 10.55am.
M1CHAEL PRANGE:

VirIlfI.

Thank you.
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TAPE 2
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 11.02am and this is the start of tape 2 of the interview with Sir
Philip Watts. Could I remind you thal you are still under caution and
could I ask you td confirm that while the tape has been switched off
we haven't askedyou any questions relating to Ihe investigalion?'
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. Mike?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Before the end of the last tape I think Sir Philip was explaining about
the EP Executive Committee. One other thing that I hope you could
clarify for me, please? I think you mentioned BusCom initially, which
we believe was the original EP ExCom. I mean,l don't know if that's
the case. Can you just exptain if they were the same and the
transition between those two bodies or commillees?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

They were not the same as defined in the organisation set-up. Under
the Business Committee - and, of course, it had been running for 18
months before I joined - there was more independence of the
Regional Business Directors and not surprisingly, being different,
individuals, they would have different points of interest and emph'asis
that they preferred. Jdon't want to describe it as not functioning or
not cohesive, but it was just a looser arrangement.
As Non-Executive Chairman, I think it would be fair to say that I was
more hands-on than my predecessor. The change to the Executive
Committee made things much clearer. The reporting lines were clear;
it was an executive chairman. That change coincided with the
institution of new global processes. For instance, we introduced new
reporting procedures from around the world. You need a common
global data set on which to then make truly global decisions that are
based on data and facts rather than individuals competing by telling a
better story than the other one, and that was when we introduced
global ranking of projects, global capital allocation, a system of value
assurance reviews which gave you a measure of the maturity of a
'
project and its readiness for funding.
These were quiJe fundamental changes that were laking place.
You're noljus! changing the name on the ship; you're changing the
engines as well. And. of course, you needed Ihat if you're seriously
reducing your capital expenditure. The choice has become so much
'
more difficult.
So, Jwould say that over - going back to your eariier question, the
changes over this four years were quile significant in the sense of a
much more disciplined approach 10 the running of a truly global
business.

,I

ZUlFIOUAR RAMZAN: So, four years being 1997 to 2001?
SIR PHIlIP WATTS;

Pardon?

ZUlFIOUAR RAMZAN; Four years being 199710 2001?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

WW'W. wordwave.
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

One committee we haven't mentioned that maybe you could try and
explain how it fitted into the scheme of things is the Group Audit
Committee.

SIR PHllIP WAITS:

Yes.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Can you explain how.that fitted into the system as at 1997 and if and
when that changed in any way?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I don't think there were any significant changes over the period we're
lalking about, from when I was running E&P to when I was Chairman,
but let me -- would you like me to describe how it operated? That.
was your question?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Yes, please.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

Page 14 of 40

Once again, three members of ST&T, three members of Royal Dutch
comprised the Group Audit Committee. It has a secretary, who is.
traditionally the company secretary of one of the parents. In all my
time, I only recollect Jyoti Munsiff being the secretary of this
Commiltee.
They woiJld meet the day before Conference. Having done their
work, ovemight the minutes of their meeting·would be prepared and
the following morning the Chairman· he was always second item on
the agenda for their quarterly meeting - would do the previous
minutes and then he would actually literally read out the four or fivepage minutes. That would be read out by the Chairman.
The work of the Group Audit Committee was 10 oversee the
programme of Group Audit in the first instance, so Group Audit wOUld
bring forward a plan for the year and they would monitor its
performance and out of that would have a sense of the health of the
controls around the world. They would also review business control
incidenls, so significant things that were felt by Group Audit and the
finance function or the business to be oulwith the routine, would be
brought as special items. Of course, quarterly, they reviewed the
quarterly results and the stock exchange announcements and Ihe.
press releases.
I continued the approach of my predecessor, which is recognised
best practice, that I did not attend the Group Audit Committee. only if
they asked me to come or r asked to be there; and the times they
asked me to come, I went and when I asked to be there, they said
yes. But it's imporlant Ihat the chief - the Chairman is not in the
room when you're discussing those - I think, discussing those sort of
issues.
I did make a change progressively during my lime as Chairman - thal
I had sal as a member of CMD and found thal things would go 10 ihe
Group Audil Committee that for one reason or another as the Chief
Executive of a major business, it had somehow escaped being
brought 10 my attention. life is like that in a big rambunclious
organisation. So, whall did was I said, "Any stuff that's going to go to
the Group Audit Committee, it should be all made up and it should go,
but after it's gone, it should be put in the CMD papers". Because the
stuff went the previous week 10 the Group Audit Committee and after
it had gone, CMD would get copies of the stuff that they were looking
al. And my reason for doing it that way was to avoid any implication
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that we were somehow -- had a process that velled what went to the
Group Audit Committee.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

You spoke before about incidents oul of lhe routine lhat were passed
to the Group Audit Committee. Can you explain who could bring
issues to their attention, how that worked, at what sort 01 level, etc?
Just trying 10 establish, say there was an oul-ol-routine incident - for
example, EP or whatever - how did thal process be passed on to
Group Audit Committee?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That would be something that they were minded to ask for, the Group
Audit Committee. They might sit on another board and have
observed an incident and, 01 course, that's whal non-executive
directors bring to another board, some awareness of problems, and
they would have said, "Do we have that issue in Shell?" and they
would ask to see something. Or'you'd get a seriously underperforming piece of the business that they were not entirely satisfied
with the routine explanations lrom management, so they'd ask for a
look at that. So, they would have things.
Occasionally the management would feel that someUling has arisen,
but that was nonnally through what I would call the business control
incident process because management had a duty to - down the
organisation, all over the world, if you had a business control incident,
it needed to be reported and there was an obligation to do so. So,
you have this upward system that should catch things from the
management perspective, but then they had this downward oversight
that they could ask for whatever they wanted to ask for.

MicHAEL PRANGE:

So, in tenns of the upward from business control, you're talking about
as it progresses up the organisation? I mean, Who would look at it
before it was passed on as an issue to Group Audit Committee? I'm
just trying to explain how far up the line it goes and who looks at the
issues. I mean, is it something, for example, for ExCom?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, this would be gathered by Group Internal Audit. First it would
be gathered in the finance functions of the different businesses and
the finance organisations all around the world. They were the
custodian of this process. But Group Internal Audit's present all
around the world and they're present in the centre, so they're the
ones who would put the package together of things that would be
considered. And if they wanted to give something to the Group Audit
Committee, that was their business.

""--:-

.. ..:

MICHAEL PRAAGE: . Right.
SIR PHlLlP WATTS:

Now, that didn't mean that as things came up because the intention
is that this is a leaming process, so some of the business control
incidents would be brought to the attention of the Executive - well,
first of all in the country, then it might be brought to the attention of
the Executive Committee, it might even be brought to the attention of
CMD. But that was, in a sense, in addition to a process that was
working.

MlCHAEL PRANGE:

Sure. Does anyone else want to ...?
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No. Move on.
DAVID BLUNT:

I've just got a -- I jusl wanl to go back for a momenl to Business
Committee and ExCom. You explained that you inherited Business
Committee.

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

Yes.

DAVID BLUNT:

And that you changed thal to become ExCom. When was that?

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

January 1999.

DAVID BLUNT:

Right And was the value assurance

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

May I add something? I mean, il's nol something I did unilaterally.
mean, thatwas something that was discussed with CMD actually
quite extensively in the latter part of 1998 and then it was agreed that
we would go that route. And it had to be checked with the Boards
also, because they'd agreed to the previous organisation and they
now - we now had to go through due process with Conference and
the Boards.

DAVID BLUNT:

And was that change linked with the introduction of the value
assurance reviews?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

No. I mean, that kind of thing was - the value assurance review
approach was happening around the same time, but it was not linked
to the nature of Ihe organisation.

MARTYN HOPPER:

Did you want Philto deal with the relationship with the external
auditors and the Group Audit Committee?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: That is something we're going to come on to, actually.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, I think we're going to try and move on and get this process
explained in reserve to reserve reporting, that's sort of the next topic.
We've got an overview and we'll probably address those issues in
relation 10 reporting. But if you want to explain Ihal relationship now,
feel free. There is no specific order.

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

Thank you. I think it would be important to mention that as a general
process as opposed to a specific item.
The Group external auditors, of course, were present at all Group
Audit Committee meetings, and there were two: KPMG and
PricewaterhouseCoopers. And their firms would be employed all over
the world in the different Operating Units. Their work annually
culminated in the production of their annual review and that happened
in.•.traditionally in March.
That would come in the first instance to a rather formal meeting at
CMD and I chaired a couple of those meetings Where they bring their
report and it's turned over page by page for any questions or
comments. And then, at the end of thal process, you look for
omissions, you ask if there are any omissions that people are aware
of in that process. So, that would come via CMD.

www.wordwave.co. uk
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It would then go to the next - 10 the Group Audit Committee, be

reviewed there, and the results of that would be shared with the
Conference as I described on the folloWing day. And, of course, the
Group external auditors were involved with every set of quarterly
results in that due process.
I've restricted my answer to the general activities of the external
auditors there.
ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: So, I mean, just 10 confirm, Ihe control of information would go from
the external auditors to Ule CMD and then to the group auditors Ihen the Group Audit Committee?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

With respect, not at all.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Right.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This is their information. They brought illo CMD to ask if this was a in CMO's view, a fair relJection of the state of affairs. We could say
what we wanted, but ultimately it was their documenllhat Ihey
brought to the Group Audit Committee. And actually it's as simple as
that.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

If there's anything else you want to add to the process, feel free.
mean, you sort of said that you've limited it.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I can't think of anythingjust at the moment.

ZULFlQUAR RAMZAN: So, were there any instances where you disagreed with their view
and you aired your disagreement at CMD level? 'Their' being KPMG
orPwC?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

In all- in all my time as a CMD member and then as Chairman, I
don't recollect any what I would call argument about it, but I do
remember questions as 10 what they precisely meant, jusI for
clarification. And that was - Ihat was for me a very important part of
the process, thal management needed to understand what was there,
and as Chairman you want to be sure thaI, if Ihe whole CMD is
exercising its collective responsibility, I mean, if you're going to have
this power of veto, you need enough information to go wilh it, that you
can take an overview of the total Group. So, thal was very important,
that we went through this process at CMD. Everybody shared the
same information and all took responsibility for it And if there were
points Ihat were not understood or were not clear, then that was up to
the auditors to take those comments on board and ultimately submit
what they felt was their advice to the Group Audit Committee.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay. We're going 10 try and go on to the subject of reserve reporting·
now. and I'd like you to. if you can, explain your understanding of the
systems, procedures and controls that were in place relating to the
proved reserve reporting discl9sures. And if you could, we'd like you
to slart off as at 1997 and again try and explain if it changed in any
way. I mean, this is a very wide question.

SIR PHlllP WATTS:

It's an exlremely wide question.
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MICHAEl PRANGE:

I realise that. I mean

SIR PHlllP WATTS:

Will you forgive a reasonably long answer?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Of course.

SIR pHllIP WATTS:

Yeah?

MICI1AEl PRANGE:

Yeah.
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SIR PHlllP WATTS:. Because it is very important to - because it gets to the nature of the
Group; being a global organisation, this is a big organisation.
Now, let me first start as to what the ground rules are. You have the
SEC rules from 1978 and then you have the Shell Guidelines, which
are written in a form that's understandable to Shell organisations all
over the world using Shell terminology and whatever, the language
that they're familiar with and trying to avoid any ambiguity in the
process. So, we have the Sh~1I Guidelines; they're updated pretty
much annually and have been in existence for many years. So,
they're the ground rules.
Now, if I start at the bottom of the data collection exercise, we have
45 countries, say, approximatety, ranging from big to small. Each one
of these will have anything from 1 field to 100 fields. The people
locally do the evaluation of their field and their evaluation of the total
reserves and the proven reserves, developed and undeveloped.
Annually they submit their - make their submissions normalty in
January to the head office and these are collected by the - it's a long
name: the Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator.
MICHAEl PRANGE:

Is that each country or each region?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

During my time it was done on a .... on a country basis, but of course
in the centre, they'd be added up on a regional basis. Now, the
Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator would add them up.
challenge them, prepare the totals by late January, and he'd come up
with the new figure, the Reserves Replacement Ratio for the year,
what he'd accepted, what he'd rejected, etc. I described it as a
person, but of course he'd have a few people and he could draw on
other resources to help him.
MeanWhile, while this annual process was going on, there was, on the
side, an independent Group Reserves Auditor. This was an
individual, and his role was to visit different Operating Units each
year, probably eight to ten of them, and he would make an audit of
how things were being done in that country. There'd be plenty of
notice that he was coming and they'd get ready for him because his
role was to make sure that the audit trail for whatever number they
had - and they - he traditionally checked the result at the end of the
previous year because then you've got a hard nurpber that's
supposed to be auditable, so he would go back and have a look at
those numbers and he would produce his report.
That report, when made, would be delivered to the key members in
the head office, members of the Business Committee and then the
Executive Committee, also to the external auditors and also to the
regional business people within which that country sat. If you look at
these reports, there's probably ten or even a dozen names of people
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that get that report. He would then work during January with - and
produce his report for the year.
So, you've got the Group Hydrocarbon Resource Co-ordinator, he's
the man internally making the numbers, and then you've got the
independent check of thal by Ihe Group Reserves Auditor. I'm sorry,
this is a long answer but it's quite a process, and I'm about to
describe the third leg, which is Ihe exlernal auditors.
ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: I've just got one queslion on the Group Reserves Audilor.
SIR PHllIP WADS:

Yes?

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: You mentioned auditlrail. Can you -- would that be - I mean, this is
my underslanding. Would Ihal be an auditlrail on Ihe field level? I
mean, can you explain that (inaudible) or that audillrail?
SIR PHllIP WADS:

He would go out to a country and look at Ihe audit trail. It wouldn't be
his role to check absolutely every field, but he would - to my
recollection - I'm not a reservoir engineer myself - but he would look
at a number of fields, look at the data they'd prepared, make random
.spot checks and whatever, but then would look at the country in
aggregate also, in lotal. I hopeI've answered your question.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah, yeah. Right, okay, so he'd go back on a field level basis and
then work upwards from there?
.
SIR PHllIP WADS:

Yeah.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah. Okay.
SIR PHllIP WADS:

www.wordwave.co.uk

But if the country had 100 fields, he didn't- he didn't - I mean, this
was the role of the independent aUdilor, the reserves audilor.
I was going 10 come to the third leg, which is the external auditor.
They did their job in two ways. KPMG and PWC have their own
representatives in the different countries, the firms, auditing the books
of each of the countries. In addition to doing the financial stuff, they
would also take a look at the reServes auditing process concentraling
on the major and medium-sized countries.
But then, critically, in this annual process, they would have their own
check of the process that was going on at !he end of the year.
Following, I believe it's SAS 52, a term of art that I know now but
wouldn't have identified the lellers and numbers at that stage, but I
knew that there was a process going on and observed when I was
running EP, observed that they produced reports. And then when
those three things were all in place, it culminated in members of the
BusCom or then members of the Executive Committee signing a
letter of representation to the external aUditors that things had been
done in compliance with the rules.
Now, that was important. I should menlion - and I observed it myself
and knew it was taking place or was aware that it was taking ptace
normally, when I was Chairman - this last process also involved the
Group Controller and Group Reporting, because they had to reassure
themselves that that had all been done properly-because that would
find its way into the annual reports and into the 20-F as
supplementary information.
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Excuse me, that's been a very long answer, but that's the process
that I obserVed at different times.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

And that was as at 1997, what you:ve just described to me now?
That system was in place in 1997 as far as you're aware?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay, no, I was just checking it - because over a long period of time -

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

It was there before 1997.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Yeah, that's the sort of position, yeah.
You spoke briefly about the challenge to the numbers, and I think you
said the Group Hydrocarbon Resource Co-ordinator was probably the
first challenge to potential numbers that were being reported. Can
you jusl explain in a little bit more detail what you meant by that and
what his resources were in order to do that?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes. he did the challenge but it wasn't quite the first challenge
because there would be a challenge first of all in the Operating Units.
the different - the different couiltries. So. that was the first check.
These then came into the centre and there was a challenge by the
Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator. There was him and I think it
would be a few people, I don't remember the actual number that
would be in his part of the organisation, but if he had any issues, not
just in January - and I'm recollecting my own time as CEO of EP - as
head of EP rather than when I'm Chairman, I can't speak for that- he
had the ability to call on other resources in our -- what was a very
large technical group because our technical headquarters, Technical
Research and Services Group, was in - just outside The Hague. He
could call for reservoir engineering, petroleum engineering support
from that group if he wanted to, for instance, look at a particular
country, a particular issue or the like.

MARTYN HOPPER:

Before you - can I just - were you talking there about the Coordinator?
.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yes, thars the question I asked, yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That was the question.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And again, I was going to move on. The next question is about the
resources of the auditor or the Group Reserves Auditor.

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

The Group Reserves Auditor was a single person.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Did he have any - I mean, you mentioned that the Group
Hydrocarbon Reserves Co-ordinator could call upon other resources
within the Shell Group, technical, etc. Could the Group Reserves
Auditor call on anyone else other than himself?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

For doing his job - for instance, if he visited an Operating Unit- and I
can only talk actually for the one I know when I've known him come he comes to do his audit and the Operating Unit has 10 produce
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whatever resources are necessary for him to be able to do his job
properly. And if a country didn't, such that he couldn't do his job, his
sanction was thal they gol an unsatisfactory audit.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay, thai's fine. You also mentioned the two ground rules, the SEC
1978 rules and the Sheil Guidelines. Can you explain 10 me who is
responsible within the system to ensure that the Shell Guidelines
were in line with the SEC rules? Because I think you also mentioned
that the Shell Guidelines were annually updated, so can you explain
who is responsible for ensuring that on an ongoing basis?

SIR PHILlPWATTS:

In my time, my recollection, that was the role of the Group
Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator, and he would do that under
Ihe supervision of a BusCom/ExCom Direclor and he would do it in
consultation with the expertise around the world, taking comments
such as where people had had diffICulties coming up with proposals
that would - not checked with everybody but sufficient soundboard
around the world.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Do you want me to ...?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

No, I just wondered if anyone had got.any further questions on that
(overspeaking).

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Just going back a bil, this Group Hydrocarbon Resource Coordinator, who did he or she report to? I mean, what was the line of
reporting there?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

To a BusCom or ExCom director.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: To BusCom/ExCom. Right, okay.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

To a director. That was in my time. That's my understanding.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Can I just take you sort of right back down to sort of the Operating
Unit level? The very first thing was that you said that at that level
they work out their own proved reserves for reporting upwards
through the Group. As I understand i!.the sort of figure for proved
reserves is dependent on much more than what's just in the ground.
You're talking about financial decisions, investment decisions,
marketing decisions. Are they all made still at that Operating Unit
level?
. SIR PHILlP WATTS:

They would have the Shell Guidelines and they would review their
fields in the light of those and they would make their judgement on
the different factors involved, as you (inaudible). It's not just the subsurface but also the state of technical and commerCial matters.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. So, if you've got, say, a very, very large field where you would
need a senior sign-Qff for, say, an investment programme, how would
that figure down with, you know, the calculation of reserves and the
approval of the financing or anything for that?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

'oIWW.

You're talking at a:Country level now?
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Well, you've gol a counlry level. I'm jusl wondering if Ihe authority, I
suppose, at the country level is enough if there's such a - if there's a
major investment decision that needs to be made? Is it made down
at the bollom or, you know, is it - wh~n it is escalated up and how
does that reflect what you can call proved and what you can't call
proved?
SIR PHILlPWAITS:

Local management will be aware of the total view and they will be
submilling their retums, but thaI's where the - you know, the control
process of the Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator comes
into play, that you look at all of these things, check with the Group
Reserves Auditor's view of things, and eventually the conclusion for
each country, for each region and for the worl.d eventually is brought
to the Executive Committee.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, so the proved reserves at Operating Unit level _.
(buzzer on tape sounds)
- are done on the basis of a number of assumptions? Those
assumptions are passed up through to the Group Hydrocarbon
Resource Co-ordinator and effectively up 10 the ExCom where,
should there need to be a decision on that sorl of thing, it would be
made there, is that right?
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

That's where the ultimate view is taken and that forms the basis of
one or two members of the BusCom or ExCom signing a leller of
representatie;m.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right, okay. Thank you. Are we done? .This is the end of tape 2 of
Ihe interview with Sir Philip Walls. It's 11,45am.
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TAPE 3
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 12.00pm and this is tape 3 of our interview with Sir Philip Watts.
Could I again remind you thal you're still under caution and could I
also ask you 10 confirm that we haven't asked you any questions
related to this matter while Ihe tape's been swilched off?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

ThaI's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Thank you. I think just before we finished the lasltape I was
asking you about proved reserves at Operating Unitleve!. What'
was trying 10 understand is this. If there's a decision that, such as a
sort of mulli-million dollar bUdgeI that's needed in order for a reserve
10 become proved, where would that decision be made?
SIR PH1LlP WATTS:

The decision for Ihe investment is made in the centre.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right, and in the centre you mean CMD SIR PHllIP WATTS:

AI-

SAMANTHA GRIFfiN: - Conference?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's right, in -. in the head offices.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

It's at that level.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:
.

In the corporate hierarchy. ThaI's where the inveslment decision is
aclually made.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

What was Ihe other part?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Whall'm Iryinglo find oul sort of il's almost like it's a circle. You'veyou've gol your Operating Units making decisions on whel1Jer or not
something's a proven reserve, but yet that proven reserve may well
be dependent on a decision made up at CMD. So, you've gol these
people Irying report proven reserves up through the relevant places
up to CMD, bul yet before it becomes a proven reserve there's got to
be a decision al CMD. So, I was just wondering how il worked, if you
see what I mean.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

www.wordwave_co.uk

Well, it's part of that challenge process thall described wilh the
Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator; Ihal an Operafing Unil
will propose any changes to proven reserves that it has and a
judgement will be made in Ihe cenlre whether their proposal is
realistic and proper because, in the end, the report for the year and
the agreement of Ihe individual counlries is encapsulated in Ihe - the
report of the Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator and
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checked by -the extemat auditors that we're following that process
properly. In a sense it's an iterative process··
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

- which comes together in one document that is checked at the
ExCom. The submissions are checked with the external auditors and
the group auditors etc.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Well, perhaps if you could just explain how - how, say, a
capital expenditure decision would be ma .- would be taken, how it
would be proposed from sort of the Operating Unit level up?
SIR PHILlPWATTS:

An Operating Unit will have a project it wants to do.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

The first check is - is it part of the plan or existing plan or additional
to the plan· that they will make that proposal to the offices in the
Headquarters offices. That will be reviewed by the Regional
Business Direclor, will then be brought to the EP ExCom, brought to
the CEO and - and if it's up to a certain amqunt it goes only to CMD.
It it's more than a certain amountit goes to the - to the Conference
and then to the appropriate Boards.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. So, the process starts at the Operating Unit. They - they put
together the proposal, a document or SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And that would go to the Regional Co-ordinator SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Regional Business Director.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And the Regional Business Director's based in Head Office at The
Hague?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Or wherever.
SIR PHtLlP WATTS:

He may live in Dubai or Singapore nowadays, but he's part of-

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

- the Exerolive Committee.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah. Okay, and then that would first- in the first instance go to the
Executive Committee of EP?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Ves.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And then through the CEO of EP?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

www.wordwave.co~uk
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: To ExCom, the Group ExCom.
SIR PHllIPWAITS:

Yes.

SAMANTI-lA GRIFFIN: Okay.
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

The --Ihe -- sony, to the CMD.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Sony, yeah. Then to the CMD. Sony, I'm getting myself confused
now.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

I think we've touched upon two areas: the actual reserve reporting
process and lhen I think you mention - mentioned lhe aUdilor would
look at the figures, sort of, for the previous year. What were the, sort
of, existing processes in relation to reviewing existing proved
reserves on a continuing basis, i.e. two, lhree years booked in
advance or previously booked? I'm just wondering. Vou see, you've
got the - a year and then current and then, say, three years
previously booked. Is there - was there a process ongoing to review
those?

SIR PHllIP WAITS:

That- this was an annual process in the Operating Units. Then
checked by the Group Reserves Auditor on a three or four year rolling
basis and then, as far as external audit was:concemed, they would
have a look locally on an annual basis and also on an annual basis
they would check the aggregation. I think they're the period this is.
Bul of course, the majority - the vast majority of the work was done in
the local Operating Units with lhe technicians, reservoir engineers etc
that would - that would do that work.

ZULFIOUAR RAMZAN: So, Operating Units would propose a plan to the Regional Business
Director up to ExCom and perhaps the CMD, Conference. Would-and is this a year end reporting line or intra-year reporting line as and
when projects evolve?
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

We're now talking investment proposals -

ZULFIOUAR RAMZAN: Yes, yes.
SIR PHIL\P WAITS:

- as opposed to reserves? I'm just checking the question.

ZULFIOUAR RAMZAN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

Investment proposals can come at - individual ones can come at any
lime of the year. But, in addilion to that, each Operating Unit would
have an investment programme for the following year and this would
be submitled in the middle of the - middle of the year. They'd all be
aggregated and lhat would - for all of the businesses - would make
the EP Plan, which would then be approved for the following year and
then individual Operating Units would be infonmed, "Yes, all of your
plan's been approved" or "Part of it's been approved" or "We want
you to have more" or - or whatever. ThaI was the process.
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ZULFIOUAR RAMZAN: And in instances when plans weren't approved, what was the -what were the reporting lines then? I mean was itlreated as you
were saying, going from Conference or CMD back down to the
Operating Unil?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, Ihis was, once the - you have the aggregalion upwards.

ZULFIOUAR RAMZAN: Mm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Then the Group has a - an approved plan, each business has an
approved plan, then it's a matter of then laking each element for each
country of the Business Plan and then the Regional Business Director
concerned would inform the Operating Unit, "Yes, your plan is
approved" or, "It's approved with the exception of these items" or the
like.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Going back to reserves now again. I think I asked before about how
existing proved reserves were reviewed to ensure continuity over a
long period. So, I guess thal ultimately leads 10 the question of
polentially de-booking of reserves. Can you explain again how that what process was in place in relation to that possible outcome?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, it would be part of the same process annually thalthe Operating
Unit would review its fields anyway itself. In the light of any advice
thal it's got either from the Group Reserves Auditor or from the
Regional Business Directors concerned and they would make their
review and the same rules applied. The booking or-

MICHAEL PRANGE:

It felllhrough Ihe -

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

If the consequence was de-booking there were pluses and minuses.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Bul ultimately, it'd be signed off through Ihe same process as the
booking, Le. up through to ExCom?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

11- il's all part of the same-

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

the same process.

'J

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And within ExCom was there - I mean ExCom signs it off. Is Ihere
any individual there Ihat's ultimately responSIble for bookings or an
expert in reserves or something like Ihal? I'm just wondering how
that worked.

SIR PHI LIP WATTS:

Well, around the ExCom lable you would have the whole spectrum of
- of people and I'm certainly nol a - a reservoir engineer. So, you it would range from any - sort of from people who had a background
in that sort of business 10 those that were aware of what was going
on. The Ex - there was one ExCom member responsible for
sponsoring this item and it would be Ihe ExCom member within which .
the Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator was silting. And
then, as we know, then either one or two of the ExCom members

W'IIW.wordwave.co.uk
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signed off. Most recently the ExCom member responsible for that
part of the business and those people, along with the CFO.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

I'm going to move on unless anyone's got any further questions. Yes.

-

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: So, we were talking about reserve reporting and the way it kind of
moves up the chain up to perhaps CMD level and investment
decision and the way they -they kind of move up as well. I mean
this is to the best of my knowledge, surely there's - there's overlap
there in terms of reporting and investment decisions in relation to the
SEC guidelines, in the respect that certain key investment decisions
need to be in place once a fietd can be deemed proven. How - how • how - how? So, what I'm saying is where in your mind is Ihe
overlap between this investment cycle and the reserves you're putting
as you've explained?
SIR PHILlP WAITS:

The - there is a - a linkage, of course, and if I go back to the lime
that I was in charge of E&P, the key issue - those kind of issues
should be captured in the Shell Guidelines to make sure that we
satisfy the SEC rules and it's in those Shell Guidelines that you
capture investment linkages and any other aspects of it all.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Okay.
SAMANTHA GRIFF1N:Yeah, I was just - sorry to keep going on about this point. It'sjust
something we're - we're slightly confused about. I think what we're
saying is you've got your Shell Guidelines, you've got your Operating
Units looking at your Shell Guidelines and saying, "Right, have we .do we meet this criteria? Do we meet this criteria?" making those
decisions at that level, effectively ticking to what's proven. But if you
got to a situation where you said, 'Oh, no, we haven't golthat
investment decision" or, "We haven't got that decision" and we think
we're probably putting it all in at the same time. If that occurred
around the time that the reporting was supposed to be happening, is
it something that would be done separately. You'd have to then - it
WOUldn't be proven. It would have to then be - the relevant crileria
would have to be applied for up the way through to CMD, that
approval received, and then when that approval received then it's ifs proven if you see what I mean. Sort of the cycle of it?
SIR PHtllP WAITS:

I-I think the anchor point for- for those decisions is Ihe Shell
Guidelines Where they're helping the Operating Units to follow those
Guidelines to satisfy the SEC rutes and they have to make their
submission in accordance with the Guidelines.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

The - the challenge process is have they done that? Hmm?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
StR PHILlP WAITS:

W'fIW.

And any of these other questions ought to be captured in the Shell
Guidelines - any other aspects ought to be captured in the Shell
Guidelines. That's the process that's going on annually and, of
course, then that's - part of that process is that it's done internally by
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the Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator. lI's checked
against the Group Reserves Auditor and then checked by the external
auditors that the Shell Guidelines are satisfying the SEC rules. That
was the process that was in place year in, year out.
ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: So, the Shell Guidelines are for, I guess, internal investment use as
well as external SEC compliance?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

No, sorry. These Shell Guidelines are all about reserves.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Mm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

They are not investment guidelines.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's a whole other -the approval processes for investments,
there's a whole set of other rules issued by the Finance Department
to achieve the process that we talked about earlier of investment
decisions, at different levels depending on the authority - the size of
the authority that's required.

DAVID BLUNT:

I've just got one question about the role of the extemal auditors. I
wondered if -- you said that the external auditors took a look at the
reserves auditing process and they did that at a local level. Just
coming to the nuts and boils of it - what do you understand the
extemal auditors' role actually to encompass in the reserves reporting
process?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

What the external auditors don't do is count the barrels. Their job is
to look locally and in the centre as to whether the proper processes
are being followed. That's in - on the one side and then also to check
the SEC rules against the Shell Guidelines and then to report
accordingly to the Group Controller in Group Reporting and, if
necessary, to the Group Audit Committee and the Boards ultimately.
Have I been clear?

DAVID BLUNT:

Yes, that's very clear. The check that they do of the SEC rules
against the Shell Guidelines, how does that relate to the work of the
Group Hydrocarbon Resources Co-ordinator io·tiis role of checking
the Guidelines?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, he's the one who does the actual update annually virtually
annually. I can't for sure say that it was done every year, but that was
typical. He did the work along with this distributed organisation that I
described and then they did their annual review which incorporated a
look at that aspect.

DAVID BLUNT:

A review of the Guidelines?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

To ch~ck that the Guidelines were in line with the SEC rules.

DAVID BLUNT:

Right.

WWW'.
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And would deliver numbers that satisfied the rules.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: When it comes to the review that the extemal auditors do, at what
sort of level or, you know, time in the process of preparing reserves
figures does it go to the Group Audit Commit·· sorry, to the external
auditors? You'd be operating up to Group Hydrocarbon Resources
Co-ordinator. Is it that point that it goes up or has it gone through the
other checks of - of CMD or ExCom before they look at it or do they
look at it lower down the chain if you see what I mean?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

CMD wouldn't be involved in checking that and ExCom would
occasionally have some exposure to that but it was more done at the
operational level with the ExCom Director concerned. The extent to
which the external auditors got involved in the process as it was being
done or later or whatever I don't recollect.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I just know that the culmination of the annual process was that they
were supposed to have done that check..

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. So, you don't know at what point, sort of, effectively the pack
was senno the auditors to look at. After - what level of review within
the Company was done before the auditors would see any numbers?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Sorry. I thought you were talking about the Guidelines themselves
when you asked me that question.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: No, no. Sorry. I was actually talking about the reserves figures.
Sorry. Shall we start again? When you're talking about the auditors'
review·· annual review, they look at, as a global thing, what your
reserves numbers are?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And, at what point of the review has the Company got to before those
figures are sent out to the auditors?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I should make a distinction between the Group external auditors-

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes, okay.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

- and the extemal auditors that were engaged in - within the EP
business on the matter of reserves.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

www.word'4ave.co.uk

The ones that were involved in reserves would have an awareness
throughout the year· over the years· of what was going on in relation
to reserves because, for instance, they were copied on the Group
Reserves Auditor's reports. So, any - they'd have their finger on the
pulse of eight or ten Operating Units every - every year. They also
had their finger on the pulse as. in different countries around the
world, the annual submissions were being made. But then the pack
of stuff that culminates like any annual audit would comes in the latter
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part of January. culminating in early February for the total sign off of
the reserves position. Have I SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes. and so the pack of things that would come out at the end was
after all of your processes internally? Just the total sign off point?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

They were intimately involved in the prepar?lion of the pack.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah. I understand that, yeah. Okay.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Because .they would have meetings with the the reserves meetings
that take place. they would be part of that and be an integral part of
the process.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm, Okay.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

They weren't just delivered with a - a pack - fait accompli.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: This is what I'm trying to get at. yes.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Not at all.'

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: RigJ:11.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

They had their finger on the pulse throughout the year.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah, okay.
SIR PHILlPWATTS:

And then Were intimately involved in those last weeks of January.
early February.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. That was what I was trying to get to.
MICHAEl PRANGE: Can we move on now to the - the Value Creation Team? Can you
just explain how it developed and your involvement and what
happened? I mean, I think ultimately it resulted in a an update of
the Shell Guidelines, so can you just give us a brief overview from
start to end of that process? Again, a very wide, open question.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

I'll try to' make it a brief overview. When the Shell Group was .
reorganised in 1996, One of the processes that was instituted was the
idea of Value Creation Teams. where you'd have a particular issue
that CMO felt .needed to be addressed and you'd collect people from - high Dying people from - all around the world under the sponsorship
of a CMD member and they would do an exercise.
This, for example, led to the new approach of Shell with regard to
CO:z. the establishment of a new Shell Hydrogen business, and there
were other things too. I just make the PQint that this was a Shell
Group process that was established.
It was then decided that it would be a good thing to use this
approach, rather lfJan on a Group issue, use them on business
.issues. So, this we discussed in the EP BusCom, as it was at the
time, and of course, there are - 20 ideas come up. Four or five are
chosen. For example, one was on drilling. Half the - our money
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goes on drming. If you can improve performance there, it's worth a
fortune.
One was on longstanding environmental issues worth some really
focused [inaudible]. One of them was on project management and .
another was on reserves. And we did those and they were done in
parallel with each other. The conclusions were drawn and it led to
some changes.
_
The idea of these teams is 10 propose changes. It comes to the
Executive Committee, a view is taken and they are either accepted or
they're not and then it goes into operational mode, done by the
business rather than by a special team. I think that's the background
toil.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

And you can give me a brief overview of what they suggested in
relation to reserves or whal was suggested?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

The Value Creation Team for reserves had a number of
recommendations with regard to global networking, knowledge
sharing, more general things. But the specific item that came up,
which was in - had in fact been identified - and was one of the
reasons for having the Valuation Creation Team in the first placewas an observation that the way Shell was doing its work, it was felt
that we were underestimating the proven reserves in mature fields in
mature provinces.
And we had good reason for that because we were in joint venture
partnerships with other major oil and gas companies Where we don't
normally share that sort of information, but you could deduce that we
had significant differences, for instance, here in the NorthSea.
Now, that was observed and the recommendation of the team was
that we needed to modifY the Shell Guidelines to bring us more in line
with industry practice and also what was allowed under the SEC
rules.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

When that was put to ExCom was it universally agreed? I mean, was
there any discussions about the recommendation that you can recall
specifically?

SIR PHIllP WATTS:

I don't specifically remember the discussion except the conclusion
and that was that it was agreed that we would go that route, but we
also agreed a couple of other things. One, we said we wanted to
change the Guidelines and we'd do that as part of the annual
process, but secondly, there was a concem that it be implemented
properly; and that's why we decided that, as well as the usual
discussions that took place with Operating Units about this proposed
change to get their advice and use them as a sounding board, we
said we would also - this approach we would check with Group Audit.
And that was an intentional decision because ullimfltely that's where
the numbers end up. We decided to have a Group Audit review.
And then the second thing that was asked for was that the - when
the instruction was given to Operating Units to change the Guidelines,
just tQ make sure it was done properly, they got a lelter of instruction
that said, "If you - when you submit your results in January, tell us
how much was due to the new Guidelines and split it out from the
other stuff - not just the barrels, but also the financial impact". And in
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fact, both of those things happened - one in the Autumn and then the
other culminated in a Note to tlie ExCom in February time.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, overall, how would you say - would you say the process went
smoothly, the implementation? Was there any resistance?

SIR PHILlP WATTS;

I don't recollect any resistance but you use the word 'slowly' -

MICHAEL PRANGE:

'Smoothly'.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

These things that- sorry?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

t said, "Did it go smoothly?"

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Oh, smoothly. Excuse me. These things don't happen ovemight and
in fact it was over the next couple of years that this was steadily
implemented.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Were there any extra resources required for, obviously, the change in
the guidance? I mean, it just seems to be like more than the normal
changes if there were any. It seems to be qUite an event. Were there
any more resources (inaudible) for the Group Hydrocarbon
Resources Co-ordinator, who is responsible for ensuring you're in line
- the Shell Guidelines wilh the SEC rules? Was there any extra
assistance in, sort of, that process on this occasion?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I, at the moment, don't recollect and I would need to check in the
documents around that time to verify Ihatthat was the case.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, you don't know whether it was or wasn't?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

At this point, I don't recollecl I'm nor sure.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Does anyone else have any questions on that?
MOVing on now to another event that probably renected on the
reserves reporting.•. was in 2001 - publication on the SEC websile of
SEC guidance on reserve reporting.. I think it was 2001, was it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS: Sorry, I didn't hear your question because I was just preoccupied with
·:::.the previous. question. I hadn't
.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

I'll repeat it. Just moving onto another event that probably impacted
on the reserve reporting within Shell and that was - correct me if I am
wrong - but I believe in 2001 there was a publication of - on the SEC
website of SEC guidance on reserve reporting. Can you racallthat
and whether that had any effects on the systems and controls we've
discussed?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I can't recall it and, of course, I was in the process of a handover
situation, changing to a new job in the months that followed that.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure. One other thing, again - I believe there was a Reserves
Committee set up in 2003. Is that the case? Again, you mayor may
not know. I'm just .
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SIR PHllIP WATIS:

I am aware of it because it was its setting up and the follow through
of the recommendations of the Group Reserves Auditor was brought
to the attention of CMD and the Group Audit Commillee, so I was
aware of it because of that process.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

I was just going 10 ask you how the Reserves Committee filled into
the structure that we've been discussing so far.

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

I think it was a more formal process that was instituted to give
enhanced attention to that issue - to that - especially the end of year
process and that was one of the recommendations of the Group
Reserves Auditor. '

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And sorry, they made the recommendation to, and it was approved by
CMD, was it, that decision to have a Reserves Committee? I'm just
wondering how Ihe recommendation - what it went through before it
was accepted.

SIR PHIl!P WATIS:

As I say, my recollection is that that was a matter of decision by the
EP Executive Committee and it was brought to the attention of CMD
and the Group Audit Committee.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Is there anything you specifically recall about any of those
discussions? Again, a very open question as to, you know, were
there any discussions? Was it universally accepted· anything that
you just recall about the recommendation?

SIR PHtllP WATIS:

No,' don't have any particular recall except that it had been
recommended by the Group Reserves Auditor, the EP Executive
Committee had endorsed it and it was moving ahead, which was an
action point that came out of the previous report.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Does anyone else have any questions?
I think that would be a reasonable time to stop because we're going
to move on to the key performance indicators and performance
questions. So, I think it'd be a good idea to break now even though
there's another seven minutes on the tape and maybe start again
alter lunch if that's okay.

SIRPHlUP WATIS:. Okay. Thank you.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. lI's 12.35pm. This is the end of tape 3 of the interview with Sir
PhilipWatts.
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TAPE 4
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 1.34pm. This is the start of tape 4 of our interview with Sir Philip
Walts. Can I agaiJ) remind you that you still are under caution and
ask you 10 confirm that we have not asked you any questions about
the matter whilst the tapes were switched off?
SIR PHllIP WATTS;

That's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. Zulfi, I think it's up to you.
ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah.
MARTYN HOPPER:

Did you give the time?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: I did.
MARTYN HOPPER:

Oh, did you?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes.
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

1.34pm.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Can you please tell me about the key performance indicators of the
Shell Group from 1997 to 2004?
SIR PHIllP WATTS:

Key performance of the Shell Group, that's the totcitily of Shell ...
particular emphasis throughout the period has been given to ROACE,
Return On Average Capital Employed. Also, the amount of cash is
very important and these relate directly to our ability to generate the
necessary net income and cash to achieve our dividend commitment,
which is to meet or beat inflation in the two countries of our parent
companies. If I put it at its most straightforward, at the Group level,
it's all about the generation of net income, ROACE, the generation of
the cash to keep our dividend commitments.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: And were there any - I mean you're talking about financial
perfonnance indicators now. Were there any non-financial indicators
.... that were important?
SIR PHI[IP WATTS;

Yes, but they tend to be at the different business h3vels because by
the time you're at Group level - I've described the key indicators - you
have to go into each of the businesses to see the" key performance
indicators that are useful for that particular business, Whether it's
Exploration and Production, Gas and Power, Chemicals or Oil
Products downstream business.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: So tatking on the Exploration and Production business unit level,
what were the indicators there that are important?
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

Well, once again, you have the financial indicators - net income,
ROACE, cash - but then you have what we would call operational key
performance indicators.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Carry on..•.with the operational key performance indicators.
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Fine, thank you. Production is a key pertormance indicator. Cost,
very often a unit cost of production, reserves replacement, and then
there's a wholasuite of key performance indicators, which in Shell we
started to put under the heading of ·sustainable development". They
relate, for example, to health and safely of performance for our
employees. Then, for instance. environmentat measures like CO2
production, oil spills - which is a characterislic of our business and
then, finally, a key performance indicator would be what we would call
stralegic milestones and these are major developments achieved,
licences acquired, etc,elc. As Ilalk about Ihis,l've forgollen one,
and that relales 10 exploration performance and that's normally in
terms of a finding cost; the cosllo find a barrel oil equivalent in
exploration.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Is that the F&D cost of finding andSIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, not quite. F&D cost is a combination of finding and
development costs. We prefer to talk in terms of a finding cost and a
development cosl We feel that gives a beller picture.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Then, talking about these key performance indicators, particularly
within EP, did they change over the period of 1997 to 2004, with a
different emphasis?
SIR PHlllPWATTS:

Yes, but I would say thalwas a gradual change. You'll have deduced
that, as I've been describing Ihese different elements, I've actually
been describing what we know in Shell as the balanced scorecard,
which is a mixture of financial, operational, sustainable development
and strategic measures.
Now, I was ... even before I went into E&P, as you know, I was the
Planning, Environment and External Affairs Director. Part of the
planning process there was the introduclion of Ihis balanced
scorecard approach for Shell as a whole and also for each of the
businesses. And I was involved then in general terms. I was then
involved in E&P and then subsequently involved as Chairman. There
was a gradual progression in the development of that scorecard that I
just described, which is in a sense at its most recent. But it's been
there for.a few years now.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: This scoreCard - What's the objective of this scorecard?
SIR PHILIP WATTS:

The objective is to have agreed targets for the coming year and it
becomes the basis on which the performance of the business is
measured, particularly on a quarterly basis. And then, for the full
year,there's a full appraisal. Part of -at that point, it's used in
decisions for the bonus payments for the different businesses and at
Group level, but it's not just a bonus vehicle. It's also - the intention
is. it should be a learning process for the business and for the Group,
lessons learned as to why you do better or worse than Ihe targets
that are set for these different elements.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: And you touched on reserves. We talked about the reserves figure
as being a KPI within EP. Where would that stand in the scorecard?
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First of all. in the scorecard you have about- it depends on the
business - 50% or 60% is related to financial measures. I'm talking
about the more recent scorecard now because it has evolved over
time. Then.jn these operational measures - production. reserves
replacement. costs - they're probably about another 20%. And then.
the rest is given to the other sustainable development and the
strategic milestones.
Now. over the whole time of EP. from probably 1996 unm 2002 I
think. reserves was about 5% or 6% of the total scorecard.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: On the maller of the bonus you referred to. you said it was bonus
payments for companies or individuals.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This is bonus payments for individuals, different sets of individuals.
whether it's at group level or at business level. Ultimately. out there
in the Operating Units. it would relate to a particular country.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. And the reserves 5% to 6% of the scorecard. as
you said. Does that accurately reflect the importance management
would put on reserves?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes, I think it does. And you can imagine there was a lot of debate
about this. The fact that it's on the scorecard is of itself important
because that guarantees it gets regUlar attention and it's on the EP
scorecard. not at Group level. So. the fact that it's on the EP
scorecard means that it gets allention at EP, but also it·s seen by
CMD and also by Conference as part of the process of the quarterly
and annual reviews.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: We talked earlier about objective selling in relation to the balance
scorecard. Could you take us through -the - how the targets were
set in relation to the reserve figure within the scorecard?
SIR PHtLlP WATTS:

wvw. 'oJOrchtave _co. uk

Well. I think there are two aspects to that. One is the architecture of
the scorecard itself. where you decide it·s on the list and it's one of
the operational measures and then you give il 5% or 6%. And other - production and other things gel different numbers. so first we have
to decide the scorecard arch iteclure.
Then. you have to fill in the numbers, of course. for the plan - in the
planning process for the following year. and that's a process that
takes place, actually, between May and December from the first
broad guidance to each business as to how much capital will be
allocated to Exploration and Production, for example. And they might
be told you've got?.5 billion for capex and 1 billion for exploration.
They then use that number to go out to the Operating Units and say.
'Send in all YOlII"submissions". These are all added - aB these
apparently reasonable proposals are added up and of course. in the
first instance. you get an unreasonable solution because everybody
wants too much or whatever.
Then. you go through an iterative process and. by the time you get to
about November, the thing is being firmed up and it's firmed up for
each country. firmed up for the total business. and then you fill in
what's in the scorecard. And the scorecard ranges from the target
number. from.below to outstanding. So, for each of these
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financial/operational/other measures, it's populated with those
numbers and the targets - your question - is in that range thaI's given.
ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: So, just confinming then, the targets are very much a bottom-up
process. They're taken from the Operating Unit level.
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

They all come up from below. Then, it's .. , decisions are laken, what
the global plan will be. In that process, Ihe Operating Units rework all
their numbers and stuff and produce what are their numbers - it's an
iterative process - and then, by November, it's agreed by CMD 10 go
to the Boards in December for the final approval. That's the
scorecard - the scorecard at Group level, Ihe scorecard at business
level, the cascaded scorecards to all the Operating Unils - that's the
scorecards we all live with for the next year.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: I mean, you said, from 1996 to 2002,5% to 6%.of the total scorecard'
was given in relation to the reserves figure. How was that 5% to 6%
- how did you come to a 5% to 6% in relation to that reserves figure?
What was the logic there?
SIRPHILlP WAITS:

In the overall scorecard architecture, as I said, some 50% or 60%,
because of a Group decision, would be on financial numbers - net
income, cash, ROACE - and there would be a competitive element in
that, so that it wasn't just absolute numbers but how you're doing
relative to your competitors. But already, more than half of the
scorecard's taken up with the financial numbers.
You then go down below and, frankly, there's not much room for
more than 5% or 10% of anything by the time you get down in the
bottom half of the chart. Then, the argument is: shouliJ it be on lhe
chart or not because you can't have everything on the chart. You
have to be selective about which measures you're going to use. And
it was decided that production gels this, reserves replacement gets
that, health and safety •.. it's very diffICUlt to make those jUdgements
as to the relative bias, but thaI's how the process works.
And the different businesses have ~he same choices to make. but in a .
different business, using different measures.
.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Right, moving on to actual perfonmance now. can you give us an
overview of - this is an open question - can you give an overview of
how Shell perfonmed from 1997 to 2003, in terms of how it financially
perfonmed, on an annual basis?
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

This will stretch my recall.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah. to the best of your SIR PHILlP WAITS:

But, to the best of my knowledge, I will tell you the peaks and troughs
as we ... and I'm dealing with the Shell Group -

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yes.
SIR PHllIP WAITS:

- now, in the first instance, yes?

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yes.
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Thank you. 1997: a pretty good year. Relatively favourable
circumstances for an integrated oil and gas petrochemicals business
because some are up and some are down. We are looking at an
integrated company now. A pretty good year.
1998: an extremely disappointing year, with a - as I described earlierhea\l)l investment programme, firing on all cylinders and overtaken by
a marked collapse in the oil price in the second half of the year.
Wake-up call.
At the end of 1998, we announced - Mark Moody-Stuart announced I was a member of CMD looking after E&P at the time - announced,
frankly, some quite harsh measures that we absolutely had to lake.
But we set out a three-year programme called the 'Roadmap', for
1998,1999 and - sorry, 1999,2000 and 2001. The overall targetsthe emphases there were portfolio management, for example selling
40% of Chemicals, cost reduction, where we initially announced
something like $2.5 billion of cost takeout, which was steadily
increased to $5 billion and achieved over the three-year period.
And what happened over those three· years? There was a steady
improvement in the underlying business, but fortuitously, it was
accompanied by an increase in the oil prices. So, having been a bit
Shocked, having made the case for change, if anything, we were then
subsequently a bit helped by the business environment and I think it
was a reoord performance in 2000. We pretty much achieved all of
our targets by 2001. Sorry, this is a number of years and so, it take a
little while to go through it all.
2002: business climate more difficult. Not a bad year, but not a
Vintage year.
2003: pretty much an equal record, I think, with the previous best
year, which was in 2000, if I recollect. So, overall, the Group has, in
this period, apart from a couple of years, done pretty well.
I shOUld mention more, whereas we were shedding businesses in
1999, petrochemicals and some other businesses, in 2002, we were
making major acquisitions to the tune of something like $15 billion or
$16 billion. Major purchases.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Superimposed on that, could you tell me the performance of the E&P
business unit, in particular?
SIR PHILlPWATTS:

y~s. Excuse me if I just reflect and order my thoughts, as I prepare.

[pause}
The - of course, the overall performance of the EP business is a
strong function of the oil and gas prices. And so, the first comment is
that 1998 was a poor year and others were better to varying degrees.
But you hav.e to lOOK through that external stuff and see how the
underlying business has been doing.
My judgement is, overall, over that time, it has been a challenging
business environment for the acquisition of opportunities and
whatever the business has done - done pretty well.
And I think there are two measures of that. One is the ongoing day- .
to-<lay performance that brings in the cash today and the earnings.
The other extreme, from today to the longer term, is the
establishment of new strategic positions for the future. I don't know
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whether this is too much. whether I can just give a few minutes of
explanation of what I mean by that?
ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah.
SIR PHILlP WATTS;

Thank you. Today. we enjoy our long-established heartlands in the
deep water in the US. Nigeria. Brunei. Oman, the North Sea.
Northern Holland, whatever. But, of course, these were all found and
established many years ago and they take a very - if they're big and
strategic, they get to maturity and it's a long time before they die.
This is what underpins a Iong-lived oil and gas company and what
has been achieved over this last few.years are - and they're quite
long lead times and will be there for many years - are these new
strategic positions, which are, for instance, the Athabasca oil sands,
the deep water position off Nigeria, Sakhalin Island in Russia, Salym
in Russia, the new Qatar gas to liquid scheme, and I could go on.
But they're things that last for 20, 30, 40 years, so I would
characterise our performance - with difficulties and ups and downs but as actually making a lot of money today, but also establishing the
positions that ensure the longevity of the E&P business of Shell. And
I would believe also Shell in total for many years to come.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: For you, what were the defining the highs and lows in that period,
the 1997 to 2003, in relation to E&P?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

The defining highs and lows?

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Yeah.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

The misery of the end of 1998 and the necessary changes that had to
be made would be the low. And the highs would be the
establishment of these new, long-term positions.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: How did the proved reserve figure evolve over this period? I guess
I'm drilling down now from SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Thank you.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: - EXploration down to the reserves figure itself,
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: How did this evolve from 1997 to 2003?
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

May 190 a Iitlle earlier than that to give the context?

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN; Sure.
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

www. wordwave. co. ok

Thank you. We had, in the late - sorry, the early 1990s what I think
what was referred to as a lean period, as far as reserves replacement
was concemed, less than 100%. There was then actually, with the
new organisation, a new focus and emphasis on reserves and you
see, in 1996, a reserves replacement of more than 200%. 1997 and
1998 also were very 900d years, more than 150%. I don't recollect
the precise frgure. 1999, I think, not bad.
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But then, we came into a lean period in the last years. I don't think
anybody was surprised by that because they saw the outlook and the
·way that was interpreted was the need for not only organic growth of
reserves, but also acquisitions for replenishing our reserves position.
I think that would be the cycle that we've had over the last 10 years or
so, 10 or 12 years.
ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: And why - from your point of view, why was there this lean period,
as you put it, of low reserve replacement?
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Earlier?

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: Earlier, being 1999 going forward.
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Oh, I think it's just the nature of the portfolio, that reserves had' been
identified in the existing portfolio, they'd been brought into the proven
reserves and then; as you work the portfolio more, if they're not there
in the existing portfolio or if you have to mature the stuff that's in the
existing portfolio, but there was a recognition that we also needed to
look outside of the portfolio, not necessarily only through acquisitions,
but also by gaining access to major resource holders like Saudi
Arabia or Oatar, which was - you have probably have read - was
recenlly achieved.

ZUlFIOUAR RAMZAN: So what -- I guess what management initiatives were in place as to
... you know, replenish this ratio back to historical levels? .
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

The management initiatives, as far as replenishing your reserves, in
the first instance are in' your existing portfolio, through exploration.
Secondly, appraising discoveries, existing discoveries, and then also
doing more work on your existing fields. That's the organic stuff.
Then, you want to gain access to new positions and that can either
be through green field exploration, acquiring more acreage around
the world, going that route but, more and more, it's been through
trying to acquire positions and where the resources have aelually
already been discovered. And the prime example, I guess, for Shell
would be access to Qatar, which is the largest gas field in the world,
has been discovered 40 years ago. You don't have to find it; you just
have to get a contract and the necessary terms to gain a position,
. which we did recently.
Then, the other management initiative would be what I would call
more unconventional resources and there, Shell has had a major
effort and in fael major success with the Alhabasca oil sands projects,
which are actually mining reserves that we'Ve been very successful
introducing new technology into that area and have very large scope
there in the future. That's the spectrum of initiatives that there are.

ZUlFIQUAR RAMZAN: And you said that more work on existing fields. Can you expand on
that? In organic, kind of, development. Can you expand on that?
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Yes. I'm just trying to think about a good example. A good example
would be the application of new technology to an existing field. We .
actually have fields in the Shell portfolio that have been producing for
100 years, like in Seria in Brunei. Most are younger than that,
fortunately.
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But if you, for instance, have an older field to which you apply 30
seismic technology, this gives a quality of subsurface definition very
often dramatically better to what you've had in the past and then you
can recalibrate all of your wells tQ the different compartments, the
differenl fault blocks of the field, identify where you've missed a
compartment. There might be another compartment on the edge of
the field 'or whatever. Invariably, almost invariably, the use of 3D
seismic technology enhances the not just the reserves, but also the
ability to prodUce them efficienUy.
Another area would be, in the technological sense, tertiary recovery
using plans to have water flood or gas flood of a reservoir to enhance
the recovery efficiency of the reservoir in the (inaUdible). They would
be just two examples of how you can enhance the ultimate recovery
of a field.
.
ZULFlQUAR RAMZAN: Have you any questions?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Can I just go back to the point you made about the reserve
replacement declining after 1999? I think you had lean years in 2001
and 2002. I can't remember whal you said. I think you said you were
not surprised about that. Can you just confirm? Was it expected or
unexpected? If we say from 1999 t6 2000 --

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

We were not surprised with the poorer outlook because, in fact, that
had been identified through the annual process that I described. That
was one of the comments of the Group Reserves AUditor, that there
had been some relatively easy bookings because of the change of
the 1998 Guidelines that I referred to before, but that the outlook was
more difficult. This was what led to the identification of the need for
more portfolio management, particularly acqUisitions, one of which
was done in the form of the Enterprise purchase.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Thank you.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: I just have one question. We're talking about reserves replacement
and actually talking about finding - adding new reserves but also the
function of that re your production. How in the period did production
actually change?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

You'll forgive me if I - without the charts in front of me, I just can't be
prectse. But, in the most general terms, we had a period of - if you
take out acquisitions and divestments - of production growth. We've
had a bit of a plateau for a couple of years and that, we announced
earlier this year, wm continue this year, at least.
Then, when those new projects that I described, which are now
mosUyapproved, then there'lI be a resumption of growth. That's the
overall position for the last years.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: So, in some ways, is there a tension between production and reserve
replacement targets?
SIR PHIUPWATTS:

'W"tni.wordwave.co.uk

You have to be a little careful about making too strict a link because
production is what happens now. Reserves, you need to find in their
first form, in a form that we would call scope for recovery. You know,
When you make an exploration discovery, you think it might be this
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big. It's not very well defined and it comes into what we call scope for
recovery within Shell. You then have to do all kinds of appraisal.
Eventually, you need sufficient definition of it that it goes into proven
but, of course, when it first goes into proven, it's proven undeveloped.
It's only when it's proven developed that it affects your production
today.
So, you need to replenish your reserves, but that's all about
maintaining the longevity of your business. What affects your
production today is the stuff that you found and have SUbsequently
developed and are now producing. I hope I've made myself clear on
that.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes, yes, that's very clear.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Thank you.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right, I think it's probably worth slopping the tape at that point. It's
2.15pm and the end of tape 4 of our interview with Sir Philip Watts.
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TAPES
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 2.35pm and this is the start of tape 5 of our interview with
Sir Philip Watts. Once again I remind you, you're still under caution.
I'll ask you to confirm that whilst the tape's been switched off we
haven't asked you any questions relating to the matter under
investigation?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's correcL

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thank you. Have you finished on the last section?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

We have.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right, okay. We're going to move on to now pretly much the
announcements that were made by Shell, both in January and April.
I'd like, if I may, to start with some background to that In April the
announcements referred to four specific areas: Gorgon in Australia,
Oman, Nigeria and Brunei, all of which required reserves to be debooked. I was just wondering if perhaps you could tell us your
recollecHon of the original bookings of each of those?
StR PHILlP WATTS:

That is a very large quesHon and there's a big distinction between
original booking of a field like Gorgon and original bookings for a
country as big and complicated as Nigeria.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Perhaps you could give me an overview?'
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Of my recollection of how things have gone over the last years?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Okay. Perhaps if we start with Nigeria?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay.
StR PHIUP WATTS:

Is that okay?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Wltl'W.

Nigeria is of course a huge province - and "m talking about the oil
fields of Shell - covering something like 30,000 square kilometres of
the delta, more than 100 fields. It also extends into the shallow
offshore, where we now have a major producing field; the EA field.
That's also been supplemented by the deep water area, which is
Bonga. Of course work started there in the late 1930s and the first
field started in production,l think, in 1959 or 1960.
But I'll come much more up-to-date than that, where - it's difficult to
work out how to tell a reasonably brief ... give a brief overview in such
a complicaled area. I simply recollect that When I arrived as Chief
Executive in Nigeria we actually started a major 3D seismic
programme - along the lines that I jusl previously described - with the
intenlion of covering all of our fields to get them up to a very modern
subsurface evaluation. That gave the basis of, then, increased
bookings. And while I was there we had an absolutely thorough
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review, which yielded a 'Satisfactory' audil. Like all of the mature
provinces of Shell, the reserves were impacted by the change of the
1998 GUidelines, and properly so.
Therethen arose a question mark about Nigeria and it related to the
right to licence extensions. I must say that for myself this was never
a cause of too much anxiety, because before I went to Nigeria I was
involved in the purchase - for $1 billion - of 10% of the government's
share of this venture, whereby our share increased from 20% to 30%.
Part of that deal was the licence extension that was imminent in 1989,
with a right ... with the extension for 30 years. That gave an
extension to 2019 for the vast majority of the licenses.
. When this issue of licence extension arose, I wanted it checked that I
had for myself an example of how it had been extended. And actually
while I lived and worked in Nigeria I looked after the bureaucracy to
do that.
That brings me 10 more reeenttimes, when we had the reSUlts. By
now I'd been Chairman of CMO for a couple of years and we had the
result of the audit that was done in 2003 - which, as you Know, was
an 'Unsatisfactory' audit - Which, when verified, became one of those
catalytic events that led to the reduction in proven reserves because
of lack of project maturity. I've tried to give Cl broad sweep of what
was going on in Nigeria.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Could I just ask - just to put more of a tirneline on it for me - when
were you first CEO in Nigeria?
SIRPHllIPWATIS:

April 1991.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. And then you said after a few events that the reserves were
'impacted by a change in 1998 Guidelines, quite correctty. And then
the question mark arose around Nigeria, relating to rights to licence
extensions; when did that question mark arise?
SIR PHILlP WATIS:

It first, and this is the best of my recollection and I'm not sure on the
timing - but I recollect a mention in the Group Reserves Auditor's
Report while I was still CEO of EP. And then it came ..• the issue
came to my knowledge again when I was Chairman of CMD, in early
2002 I think.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. I think it might be helpful if you could perhaps give us a
similar overview background on the other areas that I mentioned?
And then, Mike, you're going to ask some more specific questions. if
that would be okay?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Do you think?
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah, I think that would be a very good idea. I mean. after that we'll
probably just go through some of the documents in front of you. But
it's helpfUl, 10 us anyway, if you can provide an overview. And then
you can tell us what you want to tell us as well - do you see what I
mean? -as opposed to just the actual questions.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

Okay. Oman?
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATIS:

Because that will be a similar style, I think. I'm less familiar with
Oman and only got more involved when I, as Chairman, in the last 18
months-2 years, stepped in to lead the concession renegotiation.
Because there you have a licence expiry issue in 2012 and of course
you don't wait until the last minute before working on the renewal.
Oman enjoyed steadily rising production, with a slight hiccough
occasionally, for the last 25 years or so. It's not an easy geological
province, but it's not like other Middle Eastem countries with great big
fields. This is lots of more complicated, often smaller fields. It
enjoyed steady production growth.
I'll just deal with the last few years, because the previous history isn't
really relevant. Oman also increased its proven reserves, I think, in
the year 2000. And that was based on the Group Reserves Auditor's
Report from 1999, which was actually a 'Good' audit report. There's
three levels - Good, Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory. Most are
Satisfaclory; you occasionally get an Unsatisfactory, where people
ring bells; you occasionally get a Good. And the reserves were
increased according to the 1998 Guidelines for mature provinces.
With the wisdom of hindsight, now knowing that it was just the wrong
timing, because in 2001 and then continuing Into 2002 we started to
experience production declines. I'm reasonably famijlar with this.
The Chairman of CMD wouldn't normally know this, but I've had to
face the Sultan of Oman and in the last year get properly briefed on
what I, you know, needed to apologise about and explain. There was
a production decline.
Whereas in preVious years if you got an issue like that, you brought
more rigs, drove more wells and drilled your way out of difficulties,
this time it didn't happen, something more fundamental was
happening, and this precipitated major operational reviews. They
occurred during 2003 and culminated in an 'Unsatisfactory' audit in
late 2003, and it led to a reduction in proven reserves that was then
announced.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: You mentioned that i,t was a much more significant event than just an
ordinary production decline; could you explain that a little more?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

W'WW. wordwave. co.
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Well, these are - I'm not a reservoir engineer and I'm repeating
explanations given to me by people in Oman and also by the EP
business. But I kilow that these are difficult fields - carbonates, prone
to surprises as you're drilling - so this is not plain vanilla stuff. And as
I said, for some years if you got into difficulties in a field, you simply
hired some more rigs when you'd had a disappointment, drilled more
wells, got to understand the subsurface that much better and normally
things came right.
In Oman there were a number of fields that entered a difficull period
and this response just didn't work. And the reason was, I'm informed,
was that the fields were reaching a level of maturity where you
needed to make the change from one way of development to the
next. That needed to be underpinned by different techniques, like
waterflood, and that much more work was required to do the
necessary studies so that you could plan the programme. And that's
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why ... the reason for the de·booking was the lack of project maturity;
that necessary technical work hadn't been worked through.
It'U get done - and it is being done now - and will be done over the
next couple of yea~s. And those ... a proportion of those reserves
that were de-booked will be rebooked as the maturity is sorted oul.
Have I ...?
SAMANlHA GRIFFIN: Yes, thank you.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Thank you.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay?
MICHAEl PRANGE:

I think the other two were Brunei and Gorgon. Is it possible to gel an
overview, as you have, with those two issues as well?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I have real difficulties with Brunei and I'm afraid I can't give you an
explanation like I've just given. I happened to know the Nigeria story
because I worked in Nigeria. I happened to know the Oman story
because I've been involved in it. The Brunei one was a real surprise
forme.
[pause]

MICHAEl PRANGE:

$0, can you just - why was it a real surprise?

We had, during the last -- from about the middle of 2002 - and the last
time I looked at the document at CMD was in July 2003 was a report
from EP and it had what they called their Reserves Exposure
Catalogue. The number in there ... Brunei was on the list and it was
at 20 million barrels proven, and there was a note about how it was
being handled. I can't remember without referring to the document
what it said. But just the - you look at it and the number 20, I
remember.
Now, when we came into Project Rockford one of the things I was
insistent that we did - as well as these two 'Unsatisfactory' audits that
came up and some of the others which had been identifted which
we'd needed to handle - we said we also .need to check on the rest of
.... the portfolio around the world to make sure that if there's anything
else, you know, we'd do it once and do it right If we're correcting a
mistake we need to do it properly. And the resultant figure - I can't
rerrtember it precisely - but I think it was something between 300
million and 400 million barrels. As I say, I can't remember it precisely,
but it had gone up by a great amount. And forgive me; in the hunyburly of all these last months Jcan't recollect the reason that was
given for th<;it increase, but it was a real surprise.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

ZUlFIQUDR RAMZAN: Sorry, what increase are you relating to?
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

It went from 20 10 a number between 300 and 400 -I can't remember
the precise number - as a result of doing a global check Jater in
December that we didn't leave anywhere untreated.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Perhaps we can move to Gorgon?

'JWW'. wordwave. co. ok
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Yes. Gorgon was booked for Ihe year 1997,jusl.as I arrived in EP, or
back into EP. I aclually have no recollection of its booking.
[pause)

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

I've subsequently realised Ihal, at that time, Ihe letter of
representation wasn't signed by the Chairman of the Business
Committee, but actually by one of the Executive Committee.
It was ... sat on Ihe books for years. I have no particular recollection
of discussions about Gorgon. It might have been discussed. It would
lake the documents of those years to remind me. And Ihen of course
it came up when I was Chairman of CMD, as one of the items on the
list of exposures in February 2002. That was when it came into focus
again. And it was on the list that came to CMD of potential exposures
and it was eventually part of the de-booking of the 3.9 billion.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: You talked about the letter of representation signed by not the
Chairman of the Business Committee, but one of the Executive
Committee. Could you just explain, you know, the Executive
Committee of ...?
SIR PHILlP WATTS: The Executive Committee of E&P.
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Of E&P?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yeah.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: And the significance of it not being signed by the Chairman?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Well, I was trying to reflect a possibility of why I hadn't particularly
noticed it that year; being new in the position but also nol having
signed the letter. But the fact of the matter is I just now don't
remember the booking at that time.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. But it was correctly signed by a member of that Committee?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Oh, yes, that was my understanding. There was no inference that it
was not properly done in any way. It was just that that's how I
understand the procedures were at the time.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Thanks very mOch.

ZUlFIQUDR RAMZAN: Sorry, I've just got a question. You said il was ... il came 10 CMD in
February 2002; can you lell me how it came about coming to CMD
then?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes. In CMD in February 2002 we received a Note for Information ...

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Sorry 10 interrupt, but it might help. We were going to go through
these documents, so as you're talking about it anyway we might as
Well refer to tab 3, because I think that that's probably the document
you're talking about. So, just for the tape, that's tab 3. On the top it

says,

.

"Nole for Information, 19 February 2002 CMD, 11 February 2002"
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I'll give you a minute to look at that.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Thank you.
(pause]

SIR PHllIP WATTS:. Thank you.
MICHAEl PRANGE:

So, I was going to ask when you first became aware that there were
potential issues in relation to reserve bookings, and this appears to
be a point in time where the exposures, on page 2, are mentioned.
So, if you go to the bottom of page 2?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Is this the first time? Or is there any time before this that you became
aware of these exposures?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

I don't recollect things before this time.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

The only other document that we've got in the pack that relates 10 .••
well, not exaclly the same but a similar issue, is -sorry, if you just
tum to tab 2?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEl PRANG:

Again, for the tape, it says,
"Reserves Presentation. Most Confidential. 4th February 2002"
Obviously the timeframe's very close; it's a matler of seven days. But
if you turn to page VOO010200?

SIRPHllIPWATTS:

V ...?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Sorry, they're there.

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

What's the title of that page?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

New ·Fields: Guidelines currently too lenient. .

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Again, that seems to be basically the same issue that they're referring
to there. I'm just trying to -

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Apparently

MARTYN HOPPER:

Can we establish whether PhD actually saw that document?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

That's what 1was going to go to. I mean, I wanted to start at the
beginning and then go to the February one next. So, if we just start at
tab 2, if that's okay, and we'll ask a few questions about that.

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Thank you.

WWW'.wordwave.co.uk
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

Then we"l go onto ... okay?

SIR PHILlP WADS:

Yeah.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

I mean, do you recall seeing any ofthese pages contemporaneously?
I mean, it appears to be a presentation.

SIR PHILlP WADS:

No. And I think that this is not,to my recollection, a presentation
made atCMD.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure.

SIR PHILlP WADS:

I think this was a presentation for the EP ExCom, because as I look at
the date and the contents of it '" I've seen presentations like this in
my previous job as CEO of EP.
.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And you didn't see it at the time, to the best of your recollection?

SIR PHILlP WADS:

I didn't see it, as far as I know.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure, thaI's fine. That's alii wanted to know, if you didn't see it
We can move on now in chronological order to tab 3, which is dated
11 February, and is the Note for Information that you were talking
about. Sorry to interrupt, but I just wanted to start at the beginning
and ...

SIR PHIUP WADS:

Thank you.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Anyway, can you just first of all explain what the Note for Information
is, who reads it and whether you read it? Can you talk us through this
Note please?

SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Yes. ¥ou asked me what the Note for Information is.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

wwwo.wordwave.co.u>::

Things come to the CMD. If it's a big inves.tment proposal, a-big
policy issue or whatever, it comes as a Note and there" be a
presentation and there'lI probably be half an hour, 45 minutes, an
hour spent on it. If il's an item that a member of CMD wants to make
sure that his colleagues haven1 missed because he's about 10 take a
significant decision, there's a major development, he pUis it as a Note
for Discussion. And then the Chairman, when he gets to that part of
the agenda, says, "X, what did you want to say about this Note for
Discussion?" And he'll say, "For the avoidance of doubt, on page 3 it
says I'm going to do this. I'm not asking you to agree but I want you
10 know before I do it".
The third level is a Note for Information. And this is part of Ihis
collective responsibility, that this particular - in this case ifs Waiter
van de Vijver· doesn't want anybody to do anything. He's just telling
people, "Here's a nole for your background information" and !hen if
they want 10 ask a question, you can. That's the format. So, I think
it's important to know the context in which Ihe document comes.
And the second part of your question, sorry?
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

When is il read? Is il passed individually to alllhe CMD?

SIR PHILlP WATTS~

All CMD papers are distributed on the Thursday or Friday of the
previous week. They're very often read over the weekend. And it
comes to CMD normally on Tuesday and then the agenda will be:
going through the minutes; going through all the presentations; then
right at the end we discuss the Notes for Discussion; and then we
turn the Notes of Information and say, •Anybody want to say anything
by exception?" That's the format. And this is a Note for Information.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

And I remember it

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Right. So you do recall reading it prior to the relevant CMD meeting?

SIRPHILlPWATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And can you tell me what your reaction was 10 it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, my reaction is: it's the end of Ihe reserves reporting cycle.
We've just announced, a few days before, our reserves replacement
ratio, because that's traditionally part of the annual results
presentation. Probably 5, 6, or 7 February as things go. Now, then I
getlhis Nole.· As you see in the introduction, it says that here's Ihe
Group resources situation - cleared by exlernal audit- and it was in
part reported in the press release.
And then I get into Ihe summary, and the main story of the paper is
that van de Vijver is telling us he's got a challenge with reserves
replacement. And he talks about the Ihings that he's going to do in
order 10 address that challenge.
Now, in Ihe body of the lext, there's a brief paragraph on exposures,
Ihe one you jusl referred 10. He brings 10 our attention that there's
been some clarifications from Ihe SEC and there's some potential
issues that Ihey're working on. And it says it may expose some of our
previous bookings.
And then in the second part itlalks about the licence issues. It
mentions Nigeria, Oman and Abu Dhabi. So, it's very much a holistic
overview of the reserves issue;.including a menlion of exposures.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Was the exposures element a surprise 10 you when you read it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

For me it was a statement of faclthal apparently these clarifications
had been made. There was an issue here that needed to be
addressed '" il was. And
trying to recollect althe time whether I
felt surprised or whatever. A lot of things come over your desk as the
Chairman of CMD. What I do know is that when I saw this my
reaction was, "Well, we'd beller make sure that this is addressed".
And what I didn't want to happen was that we'd be silling here 12
months from now, haVing gone through the annual cycle, with a
similar comment. And so my recollection is that we agreed thal this
would come back by the middle of the year or so. I think we talked of
wilhin six months, or ...
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

That's what I was going to ask. In the subsequent CMD discussion
was this particular issue raised?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

I actually can't recollect the discussion. I can only recollect the
outcome, which was an agreement that it would come back, which it
did.

Page 11 of 35

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: An agreement by CMD?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Pardon?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: An agreement by CMD that it would come back?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This was a Note for CMD and that's my recollection. But I recollecl
the outcome and this was a CMD meeting, where it came on 19
February.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Is there anything you want to add that was discussed, or you recall at
the time? Or shall we move on?

SIR PHlllP WATTS:

No, I have nothing to add at the moment.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Just before we move on, can we just talk about the size of the
numbers that were in this exposure document? We're looking at
1,000 million on the SEC alignment and 1,300 million barrels of oil on
the end of licence; were they considered significant, or ...?
SIR PHILIP WATTS:

Well, if I take the end of licence ... I mean, this doesn't arrive in a
vacuum. If I take the end of licence, Nigeria, the licence, I happen to
know is 2019. If you've been through a negotiation like that you
remember. Oman, I happen to know it's 2012, because it's amazing
how many of our businesses the licence expires in 2012. It's 30
years before, you know, was obviously a time when licences were
being re-negotiated and new terms were being made.
(buzzer sounds on tape)

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Vll1W'. wordwave.

So, I'm not surprised that people are thinking in those terms; but
these are licences that are expiring a long way from now. This is not
the sort of thing you respond to with a knee-Jerk reaction.
As far as the others are concemed: Gorgon ... Gorgon has been
delayed by the Asian crisis. It's now picking up speed again. Ormen
lange J know very well because 1used to be Exploration Manager in
Norway and was involved with the negotiation for gelling a share in a
block, an operatorship, with the Minister and Prime Minister of
Norway. And I know that's coming to fruition. Angola, I know that
Angola Block 18 is due for its investment decision very shortly.
Wadenzee I know is very small and it's wrapped up in that political
$tuft in Northem Holland.
So, frankly, I'm aware of this and Ihink these matters will be
discussed, they'll come back. And with regard to the numbers, that
compares with something like 20 billion barrels oil equivalent of
Shell's reserves. And I certainly don't feel the need to do anything
right now, because this arrives right in the middle of the process
where I know that E&P has finished its work, the letter of
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representation has been made, the auditors have signed off, as it
says in the memo. The thing ;s being incorporated all of this, along
with everything else - al Group Audit Committee level.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

I'm probably going to have to stop you. I just don't want it to cut oul
without the end of the tape being mentioned, sony. I've jusl noticed
that we literally might be in the_last few seconds.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
SIR PHIUP WAITS:

Okay.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah. It's 3.10pm and this is Ihe end of tape 5 of our interview with
Sir Philip Walls.

'WWW. wordwave ~ co. uk
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TAPE 6
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 3.20pm, and it's the start of tape 6 of our interview with Sir Philip
Watts. Can I just remind you again that you are still under caution
and ask you toconlirm that we haven't asked you any questions
whilst the tape has been switched off relating to this maller?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you. Michael? Where were we?
MICHAEt. PRANGE:

Sorry I rudely interrupted you, Sir Philip, at the end of the last tape.
just to ensure that it filled on the end. Do you want to just continue
what you were saying and then we'll move on? You were basically
explaining each one of the exposures. I think, that we were referring
to in tab 3. and.1 think you'd gone up to Angola. you've done Gorgon
and Ormen Lange. discussing those.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I was simply saying that they were projecJs of which I was aware. I
mentioned Ormen Lange. Angola was coming up for the investment
decision and that Wadenzee was a - was a political issue relating to
a small amount of reserves in Northern Holland.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And again. jusfto confirm, after you'd received the Note for
Information it was agreed that this issue - we're talking about the
exposures issue - would be discussed at a later date?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's my recollection of the bollom-line of this document coming to
CMD. and that's what in fact happened the following JUly.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Just trying to put this documenl into - into context - Note for
Information prepared by Mr van de Vijver after the reserves audil's
been done. In his position. is this an expected document? Was it an
unusual document?
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

I don'l recollect seeing a document like Ihis at this time of the year,
but reserves replacement is an issue. as I preViously referred to. This
is - these are - this is a challenge, and he must have decided to
send a Note, because the Note is here.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. And in - and in such a documenl as this, sort of; the section
on exposures. 'Again, is that something you would expect to -- io see,
or ... ?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Ah, what - what's in a document-

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

and there's all kinds of documents come to CMO - is a maller for
the sponsor and they decide what's in Ihe document-

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay.
SIR PHIUP WATTS:

nol - not the Chairman and nol the others of us.
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Perhaps if 1- if I ask a separate question. As a group, CMD, would
you expect to regularly be updated on potential exposures in relation
to reserves?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

This is the - to my recollection -the first indication of potential
exposure brought to CMD. like any other subject !hat comes up, if
it's something that you feel needs to be followed up, a request is
made that CMD is briefed and !hal's what happened.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay. Ah, is there anything anyone else wants to say on this
document?

OAVID BLUNT:

Could I just ask, did you think it was appropriate for this material to be
-to be in a Note for Information rather than any other form?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

M, I don't recollect having any particular thoughts. 1- as Chairman
of CMO, part of !he job description is you have to read everything as
Chairman. And so I didn't have any particular reaction.

OAVID BLUNT:

And was there any discussion about this Note coming before it came
toCMO?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I don't remember anything of that sort.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay, we'lIlry and go through in chronological order and I think tab 4 .
is May, which is before July, so-

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

I'll give you a chance to look at that if you want to now. I'll just read
out for the tape what it is. Tab 4 is an ~mail from Ph~ Watts, dated
the 28th-

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN:To
MICHAEL PRANGE:
OAVtO

BLUNT~·-·

To .

Sorry?
From van de Vijver.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: You said 'from'.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Isn't the original from Phil Watts?

DAVIO BLUNT:

Sorry, you're right.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah, apologies.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Right. Sorry, I'll just -

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: We'Ulet you carry on, Michael.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

All right. Tab 4 is an email form Philip Watts sent on 28 May 2002 at
10.59 to van de Vijver, SUbject - 'Reserves Replacement', and it also
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contains a response to that email from Waller van de Vijver back to
Philip Watts on 29 May 2002 at 07.49. I'll just read out the first ema~
for the tape. It says,
"Waiter, you will be bringing the issue to CMD shorlly. I do hope this
review will include consideration of all ways and means of achieving
more than 100% in 2002 -to mix metapl!ors.... considering the whole
spectrum of possibilities and leaving no stone unturned. Of course,
ifs the big FIDs that really make the difference. Also, I'm wondering
what Enterprise does to reserves life, replacement ratio and finding
and development costs"
First of all, do you recall writing this email?
SIRPHlllPWATTS:

Yes.

M1CHAEL PRANGE:

And can you just explain to me what prompted you to write it?

SIR PHIUPWATTS:

I can'l recollect what prompted me. II might have been thall saw a
scorecard on display for the first quarter, but I just can't remember
specifically. But something triggered me to think, "Hey, we're due 10
have a review in the middle of the year" and I think about that and
write off a message and say, "You're bringing the thing shortly. When
you come can you, as well -" I mean, he will come with what he
wants to come with, but I'm making it clear, as Chairman, a couple of
my expectations of the meeting. You know, "How is the situation for
reserves replacement in 2002 and by the way, what impact does lhe
acquisition -" because we've just made the Enterprise acquisition in
April, a oil earlier, and that's something over a billion barrels of
reserves and l'mlhinking, "Well, this is going to have -looking at the
total of organic and divestments and acqUisitions, this is going to
have a significant impacr.

MtCHAEL PRANGE:

And just, in the first line, are you referring to the July meeting that we
talked about before, when you say -

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That-

MICHAEL PRANGE:

- "You are bringing the issue to CMD shortly"?

SIR PHILlP WATTS: 'Yes, because I know it's coming.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah, sure. Just confirming that. When you say you want -"I do
hope that this review will include consideration of all ways and means
of achieving more than 100% in 2002" are you referring to organic or
overall there, do you remember?

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

No. I'm looking at the totality of things. All that list of activities that
you can do on the organic side, plus acquisitions, etc.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And when you say, ·Considering the whole spectrum of possibilities
and leaving no stone untumed" did you have anything partiCUlar in
mind when you said that?
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SIR PHIUP WATIS:

No except that - what it says. I want him to look at all the
possibilities.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

And what were they? What did you believe they were at the time?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

Well, there's a whole range of possibilities?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Was there anything in particular

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

It's UJe whole spectrum of exploration, field studies acquisition of new
positions etc, etc.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Did you have any latest estimates around that time of what the
currentreserve replacement was looking like in 2002?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I don't recollect, but it would have been -I don't know what the
number is, but it would have been menlioned as part of the quarterly
review because it's on one of the lines and they'd have had their
latest estimate. And lhat may be what triggered me to, - to ask about

?

it.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Again at the time, did you think 100% was a·- a realistic target?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

Well, you'll see, in - in his response I was asking a question that I
Ihoughll probably knew the answer to, because the impact of the
acquisition would be very significant in - in this year. And - and
that's how it turned out to be if - if I recollect. The number· for that
year was 117% inclUding the Enterprise acquisition.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Okay. Is there anything else you - you wanllo mention 10 us aboul
that email and the email that you sent?

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

I don't think so.

DAVID BLUNT:

Could I just ask you say, "It's the big FIDs thal really make the
difference" could you explain that to me?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

Yes. Ah, FID is, ah - F-I-D is Finallnvestrnent Decision.

··DAVID BLUNT:

And why did they really make the difference?

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

Because this organic stuff tends to be very incremental, but - but
where you make real progress in - in - in the business and geUing
new platforms, is - is when you get new positions, like Sakhalin, like
Qatar. Ah. a big deep-water project in Nigeria, that - that sort of sort ofthing.

DAV1D BLUNT:

Was it making a difference 10 the reserves replacement?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

I1 does make a difference 10 reserves replacement. but my - my view
of that is thaI's when an oil and gas business really steps up a - a as- a quantum amount as - as has happened over the last couple of
years as 1- as I mentioned with - with Sakhalin or Qatar, those kind
of posilions, because once you've gollhe position. you lend 10
accrete. They tend 10 grow and you acerete other sluff around.
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

Moving on to -to the response by Wailer van de Vijver, do you recall
receiving the response?

SIRPHIUPWATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And - and how did you view it at the time?

SIR PHlLlP WATTS:

Well, 1- I liked it because, he's got the forthcoming meeting in mind.
He - he says it's on the agenda for 9 July. As it happened, it
happened a couple of weeks later. Ah, but he's, - he's obviously got
this issue in focus. That's what you expect of a - of a CEO.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, there's no - this is the end of this correspondence, so to speak,
was there any - did you make any further contact in relation to this
issue, Le. reserves replacement, do you recall?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

AA, I don't recollect any further re- reaction or or discussion. I'mI'm pleased to see the impact. It confinns the impact of Enterprise, so
I'm pleased to see that and he - he -- he tells me what the reserves
replacement ratio is !-latest estimate, and I'm looking forward to July.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

How

SIR PHILIP WATTS:

I-I don't recollect precisely how I felt. But as I renect on it now, 1- I
wouldn't have been lhat surprised, because this was an issue.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Again, before - does anyone else want to ask any question on the
response? Okay, before we move on to, I guess, the July CMD
meeting, I'd just like to ask generally, did you discuss with anyone in
any forums the --the exposure that you became aware of in
February, or the reserves replacement issues? Can you remember
any other discussions that you had?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Ah, I don't remember. For me the -the next key item is this July
meeting.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay. Well, we might as well go on to that. Can you just explain
what happened in the July meeting, basically, in relation to exposure
and reserves replacement? .

ns:

how did you feel about the - the organic figure of 50%?

SIR PHllIP WA

Yes. Do you want to refer to a document?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

We don't have a document in the file.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Okay. My recollection of - of that meeting was a paper for a -with a
presentation. The presentation was made by Lorin Brass. The paper
was a - an overview of the reserves position. There was quite a bit
of discussion. Once again without the document to remind me I can
recollect the bottom line of that. And the minutes will, I guess,
capture that - that discussion. The bottom line for me was that a
paper was brought; there was a discussion about the exposures; the
question was asked after the discussion of the exposures and SEC
rules, what is the bottom line. Question: "Well, do we need to debook anything?". And the short answer was: "No: There was more
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discussion around that, but I would need the document to -to remind
me.
MICHAEl PRANGE:

Can - do you recall - again, I'm aware you don't have the document,
but who - who was itlhat ultimately said this is Ihe person sorry,
t didn'l remember who brought the paper. Was it Lonn?

SIR PHILlPWATIS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Was the queslion put 10 Ihem whether there was a need for debooking and was it them that gave the response? I'm just wondering
whether - how that decision was come to in the form of?

SIR PHllIP WATIS:

No, if - if - if I might say, it doesn't quite work like that -

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

- with the form of the meeting-

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Sure.

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

- that we have. Nothing comes to CMD if it's not sponsored by a
managing director. When you get 10 that item on the agenda, I asked
the sponsor - in this case, Waiter van de Vijver -, "Can you introduce
the item, Waiter?" He takes ownership, at that point, of the stuff and
the people present. The question was asked; I don't remember who
actually gave the -the answer but ultimately, it's owned by you know,
the business that is bringing the paper. And then that's recorded in
the - in the minutes, and the next week the draft minutes are all
discussed and we agree, "Does that reflect what was said, what we
agreed?" And there it is. .

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Do you recall whether this was "No, it doesn't need to be de-booked
and there's -the exposure's gone" or, "No, it doesn't need to be debooked, but we'll need 10 readdress it"?

SIR PHIUP WATIS:

Oh I do remember that the exposures hadn'l necessar~y gone away
and that we said they'll need to be followed up in the - in - in the
future. And that, of course, would naturally be the end-year process.
And, as we know then six months later, the - the following July, it
was looked at. .

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Right. Was - was there any - any dissenling Voice in this decision,
or - that you can recall, or was it everyone was in agreement?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

M, I don't recollect any dissention, but the way our system works is
that when you then go through the minutes if they don't properly
reRecl the discussion, you ~ you meet the dissention there and -- and
change the words and - and finally sign off. But I don't- I don't
recollect dissention in this case.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Does anyone have any further questions on that meeting?
We'll continue on chronologically into lab 5 now, which is an email
from Wailer van de Vijver to yourself and various other people daled
2 September 2002, at 15.19. and it's subject is 'EP Delivery'. And it's
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labelled 'Confidential' and some notes are attached, one of which is
'CMD EP Delivery -ZIP' and 'Caught in the Box'. And I think - the
subsequent pages, I think, are the attachment. Again, do you -- do
you recall receiving this email?
SIR PHILlPWATIS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And could you provide us with your initial reaction to it, please?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

As -- as well as giving the initial reaction, may I just provide a little
context?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

We're now in the business planning process, which starts in the May
and we're - we have AwayDays and CMD meetings where people the individual members of CMD are free to send notes to their
colleagues. This actually doesn't come to a CMD meeting, it's sent to
us to prepare for the discussion. My reaction to this is Walter's
setting out his stall as far as the EP business is concerned and this is
not - my general reaction is that this is typical for any CEO running a
business, that - you can call it 'caught in the box' - but you want a
certain profitability, you want a certain long-term growth, etc, etc. It's
a matter of tension. And he tells me he's got his first look at his, his
information and he -- he feels a bit trapped and - and he feels
something has to - has to give. Actually my bottom line reaction is
"He'd like more money and a relaxation of his profitability criteria":
And they're all the same.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Is there any part of it that concems you further than as you've
described, you know, they're all the same, he wants more money?
Are there any aspects of this email that you can remember jumped
out or gave you any cause for concern?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

Well, because of the attention it's being given, if - if you - if you look
on the - the front page - and - and I presume you're referring to the
-what is it? The third paragraph, where he talks about, "The market
can only be fooled"?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

Ah, frankly my reaction to that is - is is first of all, the sentence
actually doesn't make sense and I don't think - Waiter is - can use
colourful intemperate language. ttake this with a pinch of salt and of
course - if I thought he was inferring he was fooling the market, I
would have reacted. But th<tl's not the way I read it. I mean, it's
slightly, - if you wanted to put a sensible word in there, it would be
something like 'convinced'.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Did you respond or discuss the contents of this email with - with
Waiter other than in the - the forum that this was prepared for?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I don't recollect a -I certainly don't recollect a deta~ed discussion.
but I know it was about this time -, just let me check the date. When
is the forthcoming meeting? Um, yes, I, - I recollect that we had a - I
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think it was about this time that we had a dinner together_- I do
occasionally with members of - of CMD and whatever. And - and in
the most general terms,l talked to him about; you know, the
pressures that CEOs are -- are under. This is not unusual. We were
going through the planning process; there was another three or four
months of the planning process yet to go through and, you know, the
thing would get you know, his issues would get proper attention.
MICHAEl PRANGE:

Do you recall discussing, in particular, anything to do with reserves at
dinner?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Ah, I don't recollect any particular details of reserves or·- or much
else frankly.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Just on the -- on the format of this. You talked about it being through
the, - part of the planning process and these notes were sent around
CMD.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yeah_

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: This is attached saying, ·Please find attached a note as input to
planned further discussion at CMD this month" but SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yeah.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

- yet, it's not- it's not a Note for Information, a Note for Discussion,
nor a Note for Presentation.

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

No, it's an informal nole and CMO's free to do that and, as part of the
planning process, we have Away Days in the green when we all let
our hair down and - and - you know, think unthinkable thoughts, you
know, to - to try to stimulate each other and get, - get our minds
working. But also then there are formal meetings at CMD, and - and
he's giving us early warning, you know, "Colleagues, please read this
so that we can have a discussion about not just the Group, but also
my EP business".

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. So, there would be an agenda ilern at the next CMD meeting?
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

For this?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: For this to be brought up.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Ah, probably not because this was a note sent to us that could well be
discussed at an Away Day. It could come up during the formal
planning cycle, or lhe meetings lhallake place at CMD, bull don't
recollect this being a particular item at CMD.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, thanks.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Can we move on?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
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SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

If I may just add, right at the end of the Note he says.- it's a scene
setter and he talks about the overall EP delivery story. Whether it
was, - whether it was based specifically on this note or some other
stuff that he'd prepared, I don't recollect at the moment.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay. If we can move onto tab 6? Again, I'll read out what it is for
the tape. ll's an email from Philip Watts, dated 21 October 2002 at
19.44,to Waiter van de Vijver, and its subject is, "Weekend
Reflections" and it also contains the response from Waiter van de
Vijver dated 22 October 2002 at 15.01.

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yeah.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Again do you recall - recall writing the email?

SIR PHlllP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

And can you explain the purpose of - of why you wrote it?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

Yes. We've met and I say to him, you know, "You've -- you've got a
challenge, it's not unusual", Ah, but the thing is if -- if you're the
Chainnan of CMD you don't want 10 be in the position thal you're the
one that's the whole lime pulling the points, olherwise it gets in the
way of being Chairman. So a way of avoiding you know, having too
much to say is to make sure your colleagues are aware of the kind of
questions you have in mind, in the hope that they - they deal with
them themselves in the process, ,And I'm --I want to make a few
points and I use his mental framework that he's established for
himself 10 make a few of them, And - and J say at the end, you
know, "These are some of the key questions that I think we've got 10
answer" and as you see here it says that we've actually got this
meeting happening on 29 October.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Is - is this - this is another meeting, is it? Sorry I'm just- the - the
initial- sorry, in tab 5 it's dated 2 September and I think it sort of says
on the - the front page, "a note as input to planned further discussion
at CMD this month". Has that sort of meeting occurred and then this
is after that?

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

1- I -I just don't recollect.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Okay. So, going back to tab 6. Point 2 is - is tiUed, "Reserves" on
your email, and you say, "We have a real issue but the Enterprise
acquisition allows us to keep 100% replacement ratio averaged over,
say, 3 years·, Can you just expand a little bit on - on what you mean
by you saying, "We have a real issue"?

SIR PHlllP WATTS:

Well, it's the same issue that I-I identified earlier in - in our
discussions. If - if we're going to have the sort of reserves
replacement that we want to have, and sustain that, we have 10
refresh the, -the portfolio and both organically and through
acquisitions. And, of course he's the one that has actually done the
Enterprise acquisition just before, in April, which gives us that extra -I
think ifs about a billion barrels but - but both he and J know that more
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acquisitions are planned. lI's not just acquisi!ions, it's also the
organic work, too.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Does anyone want to ask any further questions on the email?
Okay. And then the response to that comes the next day from Waiter
van de Vijver. Do you recall receiving this emaa?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

1--1 recollect the response. Yes, 1--1 donl actually recollect
everything thai's - you know, I don't recollect when 1received it -, all
of the stuff, I don't recollect it now.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

But you - you die! receive it contemporaneously? Ifs not something
that's recently come to your atlention? Or has it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

My recollection is of having received it.
[pause]

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Parts of it I don't recollect from the time.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Which parts do you recollect and which paris don't you recollecl?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, it is very - you put your finger on the question. It is very difficult
to -- tosorl out what you remember from the lime and what pieces
you remember from having subsequently seen it. The - one thing I
don't recollecl reacting to is this reference to, - to Sarbanes-Oxley
and the like.

MICHAR PRANGE:

Is there anything else in particular that you don't recollect reacting to?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

No, not in particular.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

No. Okay. Can you remember what you - your general feeling was
upon receiving this emaa - what you felt the <tone was, etc, etc?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

No.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Can you recall any subsequent actions you laken -took in relation to
any of the points in it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Ah, no and, of course, we - we had our meeting shortly after this at
the, - at the CMD to - 10 discuss the plan.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Are there any more questions there?

DAVID BLUNT:

Well, jusl specifically on the second paragraph, the first sentence, "I
must admil thal I've become sick and tired about arguing about the
hard facts·. What are your recollections about receiving that, and
addressing that?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I've little recollection of it at all.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. Perhaps on something else, in - in the first paragraph Mr van
de Vijver refers to 'legacy' problems which is something - a phrase
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he's used a couple of times in some of the precious emails as well.
Do you know what he's referring to?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, of course, he's in Oman as I'm reading it now --

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

-- and he's addressing the issues in Oman of production decline,
which by now in 2002 are serious. And he's trying to get a grip on
that situation as the CEO of EP.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: But that sentence is specific to, um -- to Oman. And I think it was -- it
was in tab 4 as well. It's just the same wording in his email in tab 4
that you would appreciate -- it has my highest attention. He's talking
about remaining legacy proved reserves. It's -- it's -- the word
'legacy' just keeps popping up. I was just wondering if -SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: -- if any -SIR PI-IlLlP WATTS:

and -- and -- and I remember al some stage discussing with Waiter,
you know, you gel different sorts of legacies, you get good legacies
where your predecessors have done great things and you enjoy the
benefits of it. You - you get some legacies where there are
difficulties on hand that you have to -- 10 deal with. I -- I think his
connolatioh - when'he uses 'legacy' - it tends to be a difficulty that
he's having to deal with.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Again, not going back to your recollection, but looking at that email
now what would you say Ihe tone of it was generally?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I think Waiter's a bit frustrated. We're now getting to the crunch time
of the plan. It's all about capital allocation; it's all about the
profitability criteria and he feels that tension, and we're going to be
discussing it on the -- on the 29'''.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Was it out of character at the time of - of how he generally was, do
you think, or ...?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

When I look at this message now, you'll -- YOU'll find numerous
messages from, -- from Waiter Where he -- he speaks in sometimes
colourful language, sometimes a bit intemperate. AA, it's part of the
challenge that he faces, you know, that what you expect of a, you
know, top executive is a more -- more considered view.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

And I'm talking now with -- subsequenUy, with hindsight, having
looked at this email con- contemporaneously, have you considered
what he's talking about in the line that you said you didn't recall, "If I
was interpreting the disclosure requirement literally, Sarbanes -Sarbanes-Oxley -"

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I find it very difficult to speculate on that.
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Okay. This seems a good lime 10 slop. Okay.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 4.01pm. and this is Ihe end of lape 5 of an interview with SiC PhiJip
Waits.
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TAPE 7
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: lI's 4.14pm and this is the start of lape 7 of our interview with Sir
Philip Waits. Can I just correct myself? At the end of the la~l tape I
said it was the end of lape 5. It was actually end of tape 6.
Sir Philip, can I jusl again remind you are still under caution and ask
you to confirm thal we haven't asked you any questions relating 10
Ihis maller while the tape has been switched off?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Thank you.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

I think before -- just before the end of the lape we were referring to
lab 6. Does anyone have any further questions they want to ask Sir
Philip in relalion 10 the response of Wailer van de Vijver?

DAVID BLUNT:

Just on the first paragraph. "I am currently in Oman dealing wilh
another legacy problem". What at the time did you think were the
"other legacy problems" 10 which Waiter van de Vijver was referring
or had previously referred?
!pausel

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I mean, as I'm trying 10 think here 7 rm althe poinl where I will now
be speculating on what he was thinking at the time. And I'd be
speculating by trying 10 reconstruct something now. So, I don't think
that would be very helpful.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

All righl. Shall we move onto Ihe,-

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Jusl one point here. "I must admir - Ihis is Ihe second paragraph,
"I must admit that I become sick and tired aboul arguing about the
hard facts"
I mean, in light of - of that comment what other - well, what
conversations were you having with - with Waiter at the time, in
relation to the facts he's talking about and the fact that he's become
"sick and tired about arguing"?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I - I am afraid Ihis is Waiter using ooIourfullanguage. He's sick and
tired, he feels caught in a box ... When I receive thal sort of stuff I
think, "This is the way Wailer is expressing himself again, to - 10
make his point, to make his argumenr. When - when I see that I
don't know what - what he's referring to, partiCUlarly, excepl the
totality of his business. And my reaction is, "We're going to have a
meeting shortly about the business plan in CMD and we'l address
these issues then".

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Okay.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

He - he's not the easiest of individuals 10 - 10 deal with. You'll see it
in the phraseology he uses and the relationship is nol easy but that's
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something you have to - to manage. as the .- as the Chairman of
CMD as you go through the business planning process.
DAVID BLUNT:

So, which relationship wasn't easy?

SIR PH/LIP WATTS:

Between us.

DAVID BLUNT:

Right.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Other relationships I can't comment But Ihat's I mean, that's just a
fact of life.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Before we actually move onto the next tab, again we've obviously just
taken a -. a small sample of documents out. I just want to mention to
you, or ask you, obviously the overriding issue is reserves exposure,
and as we go along I think we had July the CMD meeting of 2002 and
we've already moved up to October and I think next tab even goes up
- tab 7 goes up to July 2003, and I was wondering if there were any
other elements of discussion or conversation that you can - can
recall in the intervening periods? Just -- just let us know, or - or were
'there? I mean, t don't want to just be stuck to these particular tabs
that we set out. Are there any other key moments where reserves
exposures were discussed between say July 2002 and July 2003,
which is the next tab.

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

No, I - I don't recollect any at the moment any particular discussions
but a .- a key event had happened between July 2002 and July 2003.
We'd had the annual reserves report and the extemal auditors had
signed off on that. It had come to CMD - CMD the - the Group
Reserves Auditor. It had come to CMD on its wrry up to the Group
Audit Committee. There'd been a discussion about it at that point and
- and now we reach July.

JOSEPH GOlDSTEIN: t don't mean to interfere but there are other documents that, you
know, that we had talked about in the prp.sentation that we have so I
mean, there - there may be other issues that he may just not be
recalling that if you SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

Well, as I said, I'm not reflecting them - recollecting them just at the
moment, except for the moment that - that key event but there may
well be others.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Yeah. no, what I didn't want to do is - is just run over something you
might want to tell us in the intervening period that isn't in these
documents.

MARlYN HOPPER:

It's a very long period_ So, I think, you know... We should probably
move on.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Fine. Okay, just going back to the actual 2002 report that contained
the reserves - proved reserves figures in it.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

The 2002 report? Which one do you mean?
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

The annual report that contained the supplementary information 2002
report. Isn't that-

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

•• which - which was signed off in early 2003?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yes.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

So, I'm just being sure we're referring to the same thing.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yes, we are.

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

We;re lalking about the report for 2002··

MlCHAEL PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

- which was signed off in February 2003.and then went to the Group
Audit Committee?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Yes. That's what you were mentioning before.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's what I was referring to, yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Sure. Okay, I was just - clear on that. We'll move on to tab 7 which
is 'EP Reserves Outlook' a 'Note for Discussion' again and it's signed
by Waiter van de Vijver and it's dated 17 July 2003. At AppendiX C
there's the potential reserves exposure catalogue.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Can you - can you comment on - on that? Was it a surprise? Was
it how you expected it to be? Were you being updated?

SIR PHIUP WATTS:

Well, it's - we were having a report. Wailer has delivered il as a Note
for Discussion. It gives the lotal context and it has Appendix C which
lists the reserves exposure with - with comments about the status of
all of them. That's a good - as far as I was concerned, it was a good
transparent overview.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

And were there any discussions relating to it that you can recall?

SIR PHllIP WATTS:

I don't recollect a particular discussion about the exposures
catalogue. But of course, well let me - le! me leave if. I - I just don't
recollect a particular discussion aboUt - about that catalogue. We
certainly saw it.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

One - one thing that springs to mind· to me anyway, is that Gorgon'$
still in it and to a similar quantity as it was back in February 2002. Do
you have any commenllo make in relation 10 that?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

No, it's there.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

No, I just - from earlier, t think, you recalled that when you got it in
2002 you said you didn't want to see this coming up again in future
years. I may've not understood what you said. -
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SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

No, that's not what - what -- what I said_

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Right.

SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

What I said was, in February 2002 when we saw that in this
document, talk of an exposure, I didn'l wanl 10 wait the full annual
cycle before it was brought up again. That's why they brought il in
July 2002. I didn't say I didn't want to see it again.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Right.

SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

Did I make myself clear?

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Yeah.

SIR PHIllP WATTS:

Thank you.
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Can I just ask you about Appendix C here? One of the reasons we
wanted to bring it to your attention was it - it is a sort of formal note
setting out potential reserves exposure catalogue. Now, is this
something that's been prepared off the back of the - off the back of
whal happened in, was it February 2002 when you first started
discussing reserves exposures?
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

My underslanding is Ihat the E&P business is doiT)g its job here and
making a list of this stuff and we are shown a document that EP looks
at occasionally -

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

- to - to monitor. Because alter all they're the ones that are
responsible for this piece of the business and so Waiter brings it as
an attachment -

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

-10 his note 10 CMD to describe the situation.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: So, this - this kind of a document in your days but it appears
something that you would've - .
SIR PHIlIP WATTS:

No.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: - looked at?
SiR PHIlIP WATTS:

No.

SAMANTHA GRIFFJN: J'm just trying to get a feel for sort of... You've got a reserve
exposure catalogue. Um, is it part of just your ongoing review of
reserves or is this something that's specific to events that occurred?
SIR PH/LIP WATTS:

As - as you saw in February 2002 there was this question raised
about exposure -

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Sure.
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- and that was what triggered lhem to --to keep looking at it. Thisthis wasn't something that belonged 10 the time that I was' in
in
E&P.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN; Okay, so the -- but the - it was triggered - the word 'exp--6sure' was
triggered back in - in - in 2002, it was continuously reviewed from
then onwards. This was one of those reviews. This report was one
of those reviews. Prior 10 2002, what I'm trying to get at is your, sort
of .,. You carry reserves, sort of, year-an-year on certain fields. How
does the validity of those reserves get Checked year-on-year?
SIR PHILlP WADS:

Through the
the validity of the reserves is checked through the
annual process that I described where people have a fresh look in the
Operating Units. They submit Iheir pluses and minuses to the Group
Reserves Co-ordinator. It's checked against the Group Reserves
Auditor and then checked by external audit.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Mm hmm.
SIR PHILIP WADS;

That's the -

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
SIRPHILlPWADS:

- process that was taking place annually.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. •So, prior to 2002 Ihere was nothing triggered onto a -- a )N8lch
lisl of':" a -- alJ exposure catalogue, anything like that?
SIR PHILlP WADS:

Not to my knowledge.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Right. Okay.
MICHAEl PRANGE:

Move onto tab 6?

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yeah.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Moving onto tab 8 now. For the tape it's an email from Waiter van de
Vijver dated 9 November 2003, 11.17 and it's sent to Philip Watts.
Sorry, it is the original message is actually from John Bell sent on
6 November 2003, 11.20 and it's to Waiter van de Vijver and it's cc'd
to John Pay and Frank Coopman and it's an 1.KH Zip Slide- and
John Bell asked,
-Waiter, you asked details of our exposure to LKH issue.
attached is from John Pay. Happy to discuss further if needed.

The

John will join the EPLF tomorrow to help facilitate the discussion m
the acceleration of reserves bookings. He will sit in the Group with
the RTDs and EPT to assist in assessing ideas and providing data.
JohnAnd then it moves on to an email from Waiter van de Vijver to Phmp
Waits which was sent on 9 November 2003, 11.17.and the SUbject is
"LKH" again. And 111 read it out for the tape. 11 says,
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"Phil, reference our discussion on reserves on monday 3/11, please
find attached the summary on LKH. The issue of LKH is not just a US
issue (perhaps you were implying ·something there?).. 1am becoming
sick and tired about lying about .the extent of our reserves issues and
the downward revisions that need to be done because of far too
aggressive/optimistic bookings in the past, aside from the
embarrassment of having booked reserves prematurely. Regards,
Wailer"
Do you recall receiving this email? TheSIR PHILlP WATIS:

Yes.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

- one dated 9 November?
reaction to it was?

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

My - my initial reaction was -- was mixed. First I'm, frankly, shocked
and - and baffled. I see this language again, "I'm becoming sick and
tired about lying". I mean, let's let's deal with the lying thing in the - in the first instance. If - if I'd have thought he was tYing, you know,
the - Iwould've really reacted because I've - I've just gone through a
process, as late as - as July - that memo we've just discussed, and it
talks about the reserves exposure that we talked about. But in that
document you find it says no de-booking is - is recommended. Then
the thing has come back to CMD on its way to the Group Audit
Commillee and there's been a· presentation to the Group Audit
Commlllee about it in - in October - later in October. So I have
absolutely no reason to think that people are lying about reserves.
Frankly with - with - in fact I - I put it in my briefcase because I was
about to fly to Switzerland and you reflect about it. Uh, I've - I've got
a problem. Here is the Chief Executive of a $40 billion business who
is sending stuff like this. Uh, and as I say I put it into my briefcase. I
know I've got to - this is not the kind of thing you send an email in
response to. This is something I've got to think about and decide how
I'm going to discuss it with him.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, what happened next after you put if in your briefcase? Just tell us
the story about -- tell us how you responded.

SIR PHlllP WATIS:

Well, in fact as - as it went in the end I didn't respond because it was
overtaken by events. Uh, I actually go! on the plane, wenl 10
Switzerland on the Sunday, came back on the Monday in the
evening, had a - a day in the office and then flew off to Washington.
I had three days in Washington. I -- the following weekend we had a - a signing ceremony for the gas contract in Riyadh.
So, I actually flew ovemight from Washington to Rotterdam climbed
on Ihe- the ~ the new plane with - with fresh pilots - actually Wailer
and other people that were involved in - in Ihe Saudi business
climbed onlo the plane too, so it was pretty full, and we went off to
Riyadh. That - later that afternoon and in the evening Saudi lime, we
had the signing ceremony and J climbed on the plane, flew back to
the UK ovemight and got in Ihat moming to - to Famborough, I can
lell you prelly exhausted. Spenl Sunday and then on Monday and
Tuesday we had CMD. I'm trying to think ofthe - think of the dates.
11 must be the - the 17th and 18th. We had the CMD meeting and at
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the end of the meeting on the - on the Tuesday, right al Ihe end as
we're preparing 1o -- to leave, he, under 'Any Other Business', he
informs CMD Ihal he's got two 'Unsatisfactory' audits; one for Nigeria
and the other for Oman. My response to that is, "You'd better give us
a report on this, Waiter". So, the reserves issue is being a bit
overtaken by events.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

Just going back to when you were in Saudi, you actually were with
Waiter but didn't discuss this. Did you -- you met him face-to-face
then?

SIR PHILlP WAITS:

Well, with other people. We were on a plane together. This is not ...
This has now become, in my view, a real personnel issue. He's a - a
very clever, very intelligent, but can be a difficult feliow. We don't
enjoy the best of relationships so that has to be carefully managed.
But don't forget that this guy is a Royal Dutch Crown Prince. He's
young. He might be my successor when I leave in, - as was
planned, in 2005, age 60. Even if he's not my successor and Jeroen
Van der Veer takes over, he's only got 3 years until he's 60, so
Wailer's going to be there anything from 7 to 10 years in the top
position.
you
Now, if you're Chairman of CMD - prim us inter pares - you
don't have the power to hire or fire. I know thal when we - if we raise
this thing wilh him and address him about it - behaviour on sending
stuff like this - we're going to have a difficult confrontation. It's not the
kind of thing that you raise when you're exhausted or when you've
only got - certainly not with other people around. You have to have a
cqnsidered view and - and probably would need to have a
conversation with some olher people, you know, from the Royal
This is somebody who has been
Dutch Board or whatever.
reprimanded by CMD some years before when· he was Chief
Executive in the USA before he came and joined CMD. So this is not
the kind of thing I'm going to do lightly.
Now, we're there in Saudi Arabia. I can tell you what I did for most of
that day, I slept and organised a - a call to wake me up Saudi time,
5.00pm in the evening to get ready for all these ceremonies - this
was no time to address anything.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

On - on the 17th and 18th is when you say the -the events overtook
Le. the - the 'Unsatisfactory' audit reports. In the period between Ihe
9th and the ·17th and the 18th, given the seriousness of the emait,
and you had 10 sort of form some view and you - t think you said
you'd need to speak 10 other people. Did you speak to anyone anyone else about it -

SIRPHllIPWATIS:

No.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

- in the intervening period? And why was that?

SIR PHlllP WAITS:

As I said, if I'd have thought he was lying I would've done something
very quickly but I just didn't feel that that was the case and that was
the view 1took at that time.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: What - what view did you lake then? What - what was your
perception of the words he's used here, like the words, -I'm becoming
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sick and tired about lying about the eXlent of our reserves issues".
How - how did you perceiile them?
SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I think I've just explained what I thought about lying. Thai I didn't
think he was lying because I had a Irack record of •• of meelings and
wrillen documents and going to the Group Audil Commillee and the
like. Uh, so my view was this was some hyperbole. Does thal
answer your question?
ZULFIQUAR RAMZAM: Okay.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

So, so in the seven days after you received Ihis, before evenls
overtook il, did you have a view of What you were going to do? I
mean, or were you just going 10'Iel matters,lie? I mean, Ilhink we've
got a seven-day period before evenls overtake. I jusl wondered what
conclusion you'd come 10 and what you were going 10 do about this
email-

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

1--1-

MICHAEL PRANGE:

- in that perio.d.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I frankly had had a very heclic lime blll my mind would be working
lowards how we would address it wilh him but that would need to be
done rather carefully.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: Well, he's making quite serious statements here. The language he
uses. I mean:we haven't seen another email before this using Ihe
same sort of language. Did thal bring any concem to you at this point
in lime?
SIR PHILlP WATIS;

Well, as I said, I was shocked, baffled, concerned.

ZULFIQUAR RAMZAN: I mean, this guy is - I mean, as you say, he's the Chief Executive of
a global business.
SIR PHIUP WATIS;

I've got a big personnel problem on my hands.

MICHAEl PRANGE:

Do you want 10 ask any questions? The next tab is tab 9 and before-' before I read it out I jusl wanllo slate thal we don't believe, il was
senl to you but we're just going to ask you whether you've seen the
attached document anyway. The actual lab 9 was senl from Frank
Coopman to Brian Ward on the 2 December 2003 at 6.56 and its
subject is "Proved Reserves" It says, 'Please do not copy or forward
this nole" and the note is entitled "Script for WaIter". This script for
Waiter is passed around various people and there is correspondence
in labs 10 and 11 but you're - you're not -- or don't appear 10 be on
any of these emaillists. I was just wondering if you could have a look
al the Script for Waller on Proved Reserves position at tab 9 and and lell us if - if you if you saw that document at any lime around
December 2003.

SIR PHILlP WATIS:

I did not see the document around the dates that are here in early
December.

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Did - did anyone mention its existence to you, that you recall?
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SlRPHlllPWATTS:

Ils existence was mentioned to me by Judy Boynton and she gave
me a copy at the end of December. I'm not absolutely certain of -- of
the dates but it was some time at the end of December.

/'AICHAEL PRANGE:

In whal context did she give you the copy? Was it during a meeting,
or email, or ...? And why did she give it to you?

SIR PHlUP WATTS:

I think it- it came out of a - a discussion and a reference where she
- she mentioned a - a - a document and then she gave me a copy.
I - I can't - this December and January was a most incredibly hectic
time and as you can imagine there were many conversations and with
the best will in the world I can' reconstruct all of that. But as I say I
. got a copy late in - in December.

MtCHAEL PRANGE:

And - and what was your reaction to it when you got it?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

To say the least, real surprise, because she - not she -I--t reatised
that things had been going on with a degree of - of precision of which
I was unaware.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: When you were - when you were shown the document, were you
shown any of the emailtraffic that went with it, or were you just shown
the - the document?
SIR PHlllP WATTS:

I-I'm just looking at the

JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN: Are you referring to tab 10?
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes, if you look in -- tab 9 is the originat document and then 10, 11
and 12 are all reactions to that document.
MICHAEL PRANGE:

"11 jusl read out what they are for the tape. Tab 10 is an original
message from Judith Boynton on 2 December 2003 at 7.55 to Waiter
van de Vijver, subject, "Reserves·. And also tab 10 contains a
response from Wailer van de Vijver on 2 December 2003 at 9.57,
while tab 11 contains an email from Frank Coopman on 2 December
2003 a17.12 10 Waiter van de Vijver and also it contains the response
from Walter van de Vijver on 2 December 2003 to Frank Coopman.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

I -I recollect receiving the script. I - I think there was a message or
. two attached 10 it but what t did nol receive was this message that
talks about, "This is absolute dynamite".

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Not tab 11.

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

That's tab - tab iD, isn't it?

JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN: That's where we have it. Tab 10.
SIR PHILlP WATTS:

www.word..-ave.co.uk
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MICHAEL PRANGE:

I don't suggest we go through any more of the tabs. I'm aware of the
time as well. (inaudible). This can be --

DAVID BLUNT:

Can I just ask one'question?

MICHAEL PRANGE:

Go on.

DAVID BLUNT:

You said you were surprised in the precision in the script for Waiter.
Why was that?

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Well, we'd been informed of two 'Unsatisfactory' audits on
18 November. I had asked for a written report to CMD. I knew it was
under preparation and that Waiter van de Vijver would bring it to
CMD. It was a bit later than I'd hoped in -- i'1 early December but the
reason - one reason for that was that we were heavily engaged' in
negotiating a deal with - with the Russians and - and the -- thing
eventually came to CMD on 9 December and that triggered Project
Rockford. And we were absolutely in crisis management mode. We
'were working for a number of weeks with - with massive intensity
and addressing all the issues around that, trying to get sufficient
definition to make a
a proper - not, you know, proper disclosure.
And at the end of the month you can imagine when I see this, that
people in E&P have you know, got a formal document dated
1 December. I think that would elicit some surprise.

DAVID BLUNT:

The surprise is to do with the detail in that document at the beginning
of December? .

SIR PHILlP WATTS:

Yes. P.eople had put together something called, "A scriptfor Waiter"
on 1 December and we're doing Project Rockford which is kicked off
on 9 December and we're all beavering away trying to get it finished,
not just Nigeria and Oman but we're treating all the other issues all
around the world and - and by the end of December we're in the last
days before making a coherent disclosure. and this existed already.
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SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. I think it's probably better if! end this tape and we11 start a new
one whenwe come back as there's only a few moments.
DAVID BLUNT:

Well. shall we just stop this?

MARTYN HOPPER:

I think if we just pause.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay. it's 4,41 pm. I'm just going to stop this tape for a moment.
[PAUSE]
SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: It's 5.00pm and this is a continuation of tape 7 of our interview with
Sir Philip Watts. Again, quickly just to confirm that I haven't asked
you any questions in relation to this matter whilst the tape was
switched off and again to remind you, you are still under caution.
SIR PHllIP WATTS:

That's correct.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Okay, we've finished all of our questions for the moment. Is there
anything that you would like to add?
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SIR PHILlP WAITS:

No. Thank you.

MARTIN HOPPER:

I would just like to add at this point - we've covered a great deal of
territory in terms of the period of lime that's been covered during the
course of the day. There are obviously an awful lot of documents in
existence which haven't been discussed today. I just want to -- to
make clear that we would obviously reserve the - the ability to - to
comment on those documents and indeed for Phil to comment on
them in due course.

SAMANTHA GRIFFIN: Yes. That's il. lI's 5.01pm and that is the end of our interview with Sir
Philip Walls. Thank you.
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